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i1 
PREFACE 
The study of the New Testament properly begins with Paul, 
since the earliest documents of the New Testament are from his 
hand. In this, my first serious attempt to make a study of one 
aspect of the theology of the New Testament, I have thus chosen 
to begin with Paul. I have tried to choose a topic which would 
allow me to study Paul's theology as a whole, but which would 
permit me to approach it from a viewpoint not already overused. 
Thus I have chosen the topic, "The Aspect of Freedom in Paul's 
Theology." Of the scholars whom I have consulted, only Anders 
Nygren and Rudolf Bultmann have written much about Paul's doctrine 
of freedom. My debt to them is obvious in this thesis. 
This thesis is not set forth as an exhaustive study, as 
a solution to a problem, or as a demonstration of a proposition. 
It was undertaken as an inductive study to help the writer gain 
a better insight into the theology of Paul and thence into that 
of the New Testament as a whole. 
I should like to express my appreciation to the professors 
in the Biblical Field of Christian Theological Seminary who have 
guided my first steps toward serious Bible study, and to my wife 
whose patience and understanding have made my academic projects 
possible. 
iii 
A word should be said about mechanics. In direct quot­
ations, I have underlined where the original was in italics, 
upper case letters, spaced, or underlined for emphasis. In all 
cases where words were not so emphasized in the original, but 
appear underlined in this thesis, this haa been noted. Unless 
otherwise noted, the version of the Bible quoted throughout is 
the Revised Standard Version. The Greek text used is that of 
Nestle. The word "Church" is capitalized when it refers to the 
universal Church or to any idea larger than the local congregation, 
and spelled with a small letter when it refers to a local congre­
gation. The word "Law" is capitalized when referring to the Torah, 
and spelled with a small letter when referring to law in general. 
The words "Sin, II "Death," and II Cosmic Powers" are some times capi­
talized to indicate that Paul considers them at least quasi-personal 
beings. In quotations I have followed the author's own scheme 
of capitalization. 
iv 
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1 
INTRODUCTION 
In discussing the aspect of freedom in Paul's theology, 
it should first be pointed out that in this thesis we shall be 
concerned only with the kind of freedom which concerned Paul: 
freedom as a quality of the "newness of life" given by Christ. 
Neither freedom in its philosophic sense of freedom of the 
will as opposed to determinism, nor freedom in its social and 
political sense as used in the phrases "freedom of speech," 
"freedom of assembly," and "freedom of the press," was a maj or 
concern of Paul's, however true it may be that inferences on both 
of these subjects may be drawn from his writings. 
While in Romans 8:29 and Ephesians 1:5 and 12 Paul seems 
to touch on the question of freedom of the will in the philosophic 
sense, as Augustine of Hippo and John Calvin certainly understood 
him to do, in reality he is here and elsewhere far from indulging 
in such speculation. The freedom of the will to choose, what may 
be called the autonomy of the self, is something which Paul appar­
ently never questioned. His assertions in these passages rather 
express his faith that believers have been called into a fellowship, 
the Church, which, far from being the result of a last minute 
change of plans on GOd'S part, has always been a part of His eternal 
purpose. Paul's meaning in these passages is expressed by John 
Knox: "From of old and to eternity there is a	 divine plan which 
1gathers up our lives within its mighty sweep.1I Likewise, in the 
long Il predestination" passage in Romans 9-11, the subject being 
discussed is not the free will of the individual versus divine 
predestination, but the sovereignty of God over all nations, 
including Israel, who supposed that she had a claim on God. 
Because the kind of freedom of which he speaks is not the opposite 
of predestination, but its corollary, Paul asserts both predesti­
nation and freedom. Paul simply never speaks of freedom in the 
philosophic sense of freedom of the will. 
Neither does Paul mean by the word "freedom" what is 
usually meant in modern usage: freedom in the social and political 
sense. Although Hans Wedell in a very excellent article concern­
ing the meaning of freedom in Paul's theology2 relates Paul's 
doctrine of freedom both to the fl emancipation" of women and the 
emancipation of slaves, neither of these was what Paul had in 
mind when he spoke of Christian freedom. Certainly it is true 
that the gospel preached by Paul has been a great force in both 
areas. Paul personally did much for these two causes. In the 
very act of sending a runaway slave back to his master, back to 
slavery, Paul breaks the back of slavery as an institution by 
treating Onesimus as a person. But Paul's eschatology precluded 
1JOhn Knox, "Introduction and Exegesis of Romans," 
The Interpreter's Bible, ed. George Buttrick (12 vols.; Nashville: 
Abingdon, 1952-1957), IX, 374. 
2Hans Wedell, "The Idea of Freedom in the Teaching of the 
Apostle Paul,H Anglican Theological Review, XXXII (July, 1950), 
204-216. 
3 
his attempting any social program to free the slaves; he did not 
think there was time to bother vli th that, "in view of the impend­
ing distress," and advised the slaves to remain as they were un­
less they had some opportunity to gain their freedom.' 
The Pauline language of freedom, then, is not to be 
understood in terms of philosophy, psychology, or politics. 
Since these aspects of the word "freedom" are outside the scope 
of Paul's theology, they will be left outside the scope of this 
thesis. 
In the following thesis I propose to study one aspect of 
the theology of Paul, and to set forth my research and conclusions 
in a somewhat systematic form. However, I do not assert that Paul 
himself was a systematic theologian who worked out a logical, 
coherent "doctrine of freedom." On the contrary, the materials 
from Paul's hand that we have to work with are not theological 
treatises, spun out in the rarified atmosphere of a seminar on 
New Testament Theology, but letters. Since Adolf Deissmann, who 
was among the first to discover that Paul's vocabulary was not a 
special theological jargon but was the living language of the 
man on the street,4 much of the mustiness has disappeared from 
Pauline studies due to the fact that Paul's letters have come 
'I Cor. 7:20, 21, 26. 
4AdOlf Deissmann, Paul: A Stud in Social and Reli ious 
History, translated by William E. Wilson Harper Torchbook 
Edition; New York: Harper, 1957), pp. 161-18,. It is in this 
key chapter that Deissmann sets forth the proposition that Paul's 
key words such as justification and redemption are not technical 
theological words for him and his readers, but readily-understood 
metaphors common to first-century life. 
4 
alive again as letters. Even Romans, the least personal of PaUl'S 
letters, is "not a compendium of doctrine. 1l5 Rather, it is, "if 
the intention of the author is the deciding factor, a real letter, 
not a literary epistle; •.• it is a letter and no book.,,6 This 
is not to say that Paul was not a theologian. Of course he was a 
theologian. He could not answer "practical" questions without 
dragging in his whole theology, as all of I Corinthians shows. 
But he was not a systematic theologian, and the table of contents 
of any book on llPauline Theologyll would be a foreign language to 
him. 
Thus, though some type of systematic presentation is 
necessary in such a study as this, it should be recognized that 
the systematization is for the most part imposed upon the material 
rather than derived from it. Knox, in speaking of the relation 
of the various topics, the Church, the Spirit, the kingdom of God, 
Christ, love, and community in Paul's thought says: 
At the outset it is important to recognize that we are 
dealing here, not with a series of logically related 
ideas, but with the actual stuff of Paul's religious 
life. Any discussion of these terms is bound to take 
them up in a certain order and therefore is constantly 
in danger of suggesting that they stand in a certain 
logical or chronological relation [in Paul's thought], 
one idea implying another or one experience leading 
to another.1 
Paul's religion was devotion to a person rather than 
5James S. Stewart, A Man in Christ: The Vital Elements of 
St. Paul's Religion (New York: Harper, n.d.), p. 25. 
6Deissmann, op. cit., p. 23. 
1John Knox, Cha)ters in a Life of St. Paul (London: Adam 
and Charles Black, 1954 , p. 128. 
5 
devotion to a system. His thought is bound up inseparably with 
his experience of the One who spoke to him on the Damascus road. 
His letters were flung off as occasions arose in "the daily 
pressure upon me of my anxiety for all the churches,,8 which 
called for them. The following two quotations from Deissmann 
catch the spirit of what seems to me to be the best approach to 
studying Paul, an approach that I have tried to make my own in 
this thesis: 
Therefore beside the Paul who has been turned into a 
Western scholastic philosopher, beside the aristocratised, 
conventionalised, and modernised Paul, now suffering his 
eighth imprisonment in the paper bondage of "Paulinism, 'I 
I would fain set the Paul whom I think to have seen at 
Tarsus, Jerusalem, and Damascus, in Antioch, Lycaonia, 
Galatia, Ephesus, and Corinth, and whose words became 
alive to me at night on the decks of Levant shipping, 
and to the sound of birds of passage winging their flight 
towards the Taurus, [who] • • • so far as he can be compre­
hended historically at all, will be understood not as the 
incarnation of a system but as a living complex of inner 
polarities which refuse to be parcelled out ••• 9 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 
Paul is essentially first and foremost a hero of 
religion. The theological.element in him is secondary. 
Naivet~ in him is stronger than reflection; mysticism 
stronger than dogmatism; Christ means more to him than 
Christology, God more than the doctrine of God. [And 
freedom more than the doctrine of freedom~ He is far 
more a man of prayer, a witness, a confessor, and a 
prophet, than a learned exegete and a close thinking 
scholastic. 10 
He says he is more like Amos than Aquinas. ll 
8II Cor. 11:28. 
9D . 'te~ssmann, Ope c~ ., p. x. 
lOIbid, p. 6. 
llIbid. 
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So, in succumbing to the necessity of systematization in 
making this study, it is not expected that Paul would approve of 
the outline chosen for this or for any other study of I1Pauline 
Theology." But it is hoped that Paul would approve of the main 
ideas herein set forth, and recognize them as his own. 
In regard to the question of which letters in the New 
Testament are genuine Pauline letters and thus should be used 
as sources in a study of his theology, I have attempted to steer 
something of a middle course. Thirteen New Testament epistles 
bear the name of Paul as their first word. Of these, Rudolf 
Bultmann uses Il onl y the undoubtedly genuine letters of Paul," 
that is: Romans, I Corinthians, II Corinthians, Galatians, 
12Philippians, I Thessalonians, and Philemon. Knox believes that 
all the Pauline letter corpus has been worked over by an editor, 
but that we are still left with nine letters "substantially as 
they left their author's hand.,,13 He adds II Thessalonians and 
Colossians to the seven letters used by Bultmann. Deissmann,14 
16C.H. Dodd,15 and A.M. Hunter accept as genuine and make use of 
ten epistles, that is, of all those letters usually ascribed to 
Paul except the Pastorals, with Dodd holding slight question 
12Rudolf Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, trans­
lated by Kendrick Grobel (2 vols.; New York: Scribners, 1951, 
1955), I, 190. 
13!Cnox, Chapters in a Life of St. Paul, p. 20. 
14Deissmann, Ope cit., p. 16. 
15C•H• Dodd, The Meaning of Paul for Today (Fontana Books 
Edition; London: Collins, 1958), pp. 9-10. 
16A•M• Hunter, Interpreting Paul's Gospel (Philadelphia: 
Westminster Press, 1954), p. 17. 
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marks over II Thessalonians and Ephesians, and Deissmann over 
Ephesians and Colossians. 
I have attempted to base my study upon these ten epistles, 
that is, all except the Pastorals, while recognizing that Ephesians, 
Colossians, and II Thessalonians are questioned by some scholars, 
and not basing any conclusions upon them alone. I accept the 
opinion of the great majority of scholars that the Pastorals are 
not from Paul, at least not in their present form, though they may 
contain some genuine Pauline fragments. Even if the Pastorals 
could be accepted as genuine, they would be of no relevance for 
this study, for they contain neither the word nor the idea of 
freedom. Obviously Paul's speeches reported in Acts cannot be 
used as a primary source for Paul's theology. However, LUke's 
report of Paul's activities and views will be drawn upon for 
illustrative material. 
8 
CHAPTER I 
THE PLACE OF FREEDOM IN PAUL'S THEOLOGY 
Freedom as a Key to Paul's Thought 
"What is the key to Paul's theology?" This question has 
often been asked, and has been answered in different ways, as 
scholars have attempted to find one word or phrase in which all 
of Paul's theology could be summed up. 
Since Martin Luther, II justification by fai th" has been 
seized upon by many as the one all-embracing concept by which every­
thing in Paul is to be understood. Bultmann is greatly in debt to 
Luther at this point, as his New Testament Theology shows through­
out. Although I have not seen any place where Bultmann himself 
says that he thinks "justification" is the clue to Paul's theology, 
others have said it of him. Julius Schniewind, in his reply to 
an essay of Bultmann's on demythologizing, says parenthetically 
that "it was Bultmann in his article on Paul in R.G.G. who taught 
us that justification is the clue to Pauline theology.,,17 Some­
times the emphasis is placed upon IIjustification," sometimes 
upon IIby faith (alone) ,II and most often upon the whole phrase, 
17J 1" S h· "d " u lUS c nleWln , ln Rudolf Bultmann, et al., Kerygma 
and Myth: A Theological Debate, edited by Hans Bartsch (Harper 
Torchbook Edition; New York: Harper, 1961), p. 580 
9 
"justification by faith." In any case, the key point of Paul's 
theology is found to reside in the present experience of the believer 
rather than in eschatology or in some theory of the atonement. Bult­
mann has so stressed the importance of the present, inner experience 
of the believer as the basis for theology, Paul's as well as his 
own, that he has been accused of "substituting anthropology for 
theology."lS The validity of this charge is beside the point here, 
where our only purpose is to note that some important scholars 
have chosen "justification" or "justification by faith" as the l'key" 
to Paul's theology. "Protestant theology, throughout a great part 
of its history, has concentrated on the thought of justification. 
This it has regarded as more typically Pauline than anything else.,,19 
Another closely-related word that has been used, by James 
Denney and others, as the clue to Pauline thought is the word "recon­
ciliation." Denney wrote: 
Just because the experience of reconciliation ••• is
 
the central and fundamental experience of the Christian
 
religion, the doctrine of reconciliation is not so much
 
one doctrine in Paul's thought as the inspiration and
 
focus of all. • •• In the experience of reconciliation
 
to God through Christ is to be found the principle and
 
the touchstone of all genuine Christian doctrine. 20
 
"God was in Christ, reconciling the world to himself,,21 is certainly 
one of those statements in which Paul himself seems to sum up his 
faith, and "reconciliation" is a key thought in this statement. 
18Ibid , p. 59.
 
19
 
Stewart, op.cit., p. 148. 
20Ibid , p. 149, quoting Denney's The Christian Doctrine of 
Reconciliation, p. 6. 
21II Cor. 5:19. 
The concept of reconciliation is also rooted in the present 
experience of the believer, though having implications both for 
his past and his future. 
We turn now to another proposed answer to the question of 
the "key" to Paul's theology. Hunter says, rtThe fundamental question 
of religion ••• is 'What must I do to be saved?' Paul's theology 
starts from this question•••• 'Salvation' is the word we need" 
to epitomize Paul's theology.22 The keyword "salvation" is more in-
elusive than the other suggested keys to Paul's theology, says 
Hunter. According to this view, the key to Pauline thought is not 
to be found primarily in the present experience of the believer, 
but is distributed about evenly over his past, present, and future. 
As Paul thinks of salvation, he looks back to the 
time when, by faith, the believer received God's forgiveness 
in Christ; he dwells on his present blessedness ("this grace 
wherein we stand"), and he looks forward to the time when, 
with sin and death no more, he will enjoy the Beatific 
Vision. 23 
Hunter says that Anderson Scott, in his Christianity According 
to St. Paul, was the first to use "salvation" to "unlock the wards 
of Paul's theology," and that he borrowed this idea from him. 24 
John A. T. Robinson is the exponent of still another 
Pauline concept, "the Body," which he unhesi tatingly sets forth 
as "the" key to Paul's theology. 
22Hunter, Ope cit., pp. 21-22.
 
23Ibid, p. 22.
 
24Ibid , p. 9.
 
11 
One could say without exaggeration that the concept of 
the body forms the keystone of Paul's theology. In its 
closely in terconne cted meanings, the word q;:,r.... (soma) 
knits together all his great themes. It is from the 
body of sin and death that we are delivered; it is through 
the body of Christ on the cross that we are saved; it is 
into His body the Church that we are incorporated; it is 
by His body in the Eucharist that this Community is sus­
tained; it is in our body that its new life is to be mani­
fested; it is to a resurrection of this body to the likeness 
of His glorious body that we are destined. Here, with the 
exception of the doctrine of God, are represented all the main 
tenets of the Christian Faith--the doctrines of Man, Sin, the 
Incarnation and Atonement, the Church, the Sacraments, Sanc­
tification, and Eschatology. To trace the subtle links and 
in teraction between the different senses of the word <1":; t="o. 
is to grasp the thread that leads through the maze of 
Pauline thought. 25 
Probably the most popular expression which has been used 
in recent years by scholars as the "key" to Paul's theology is the 
phrase "in Christ." With this phrase is associated all those 
theories which find mysticism at the heart of the Pauline theology. 
Deissmann and Johannes Weiss are among the earliest modern scholars 
to suggest this view. Deissmann uses several phrases, such as 
"Christ-mysticism, ,,26 It of Christ, ,,27 (which he calls a "mys tical 
genitive") and "Christ-intimacy,,,28 as cognates for the Pauline 
expression "in Christ." Deissmann and most others who adopt this 
expression as the key to Paul's thought are obviously uncomfortable 
with the word "mystic" as applied to Paul, and go to great lengths 
25John A. T. Robinson, The Body: A Study of Pauline 
Theology (StUdies in Biblical Theology No.5; Chicago: Henry 
Regnery Co., 1952), p. 9. 
26Deissmann, Ope cit., p. 24. 
27Ibid, p. 163 
28Ibid , p. 256. 
12 
to point out that they are not characterizing Paul as a Hellenistic 
or Oriental mystic whose goal is absorption into the "All" and 
whose theme is "the flight of the alone to the Alone," but that 
Paul's is a wholly different kind of mysticism. For Deissmann, 
Paul's mysticism is not loss of the human personality in God but 
sanctification of the personality through the presence of God, 
not participation in the deity but prostration before the deity, 
not mysticism that denies personality but mysticism that affirms 
personality, not union with God but communion with God through 
Christ, not acting mysticism, but reacting mysticism. 29 This 
latter distinction he especially emphasizesJ 
His mysticism is not acting mysticism, but reacting 
mysticism, not a mysticism which strives after absorption 
in the Deity but a mysticism which receives communion 
with God as a gift of grace. 30 
This Christ-mysticism, designated by the Pauline expres­
sion "in Christ," has won the consideration of many modern schol­
ars as the central idea in Paul. Wedell says that "the whole of 
his [PaUl' ~ teaching is based on the idea of being in Christ," 
and that "We can take this as the now unanimous opinion of schol­
ars. From this central point, all other thoughts spread like rays 
of the sun.,,31 
We have seen that opinion is not quite "unanimous" on this 
29Ibid, pp. 150-151.
 
30Ibid, p. 19.
 
31Wedell, loco cit., p. 206.
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point, but that a significant number of scholars do regard 'lin 
ChristU as Paul's main idea is apparent from the following ex­
tended quotation from Stewart's A Man in Christ, a book in which 
Stewart's own thesis is, of course, that t1in Christ ll is the only 
handle by which Paul may be truly laid hold ofa 
"This personal union with Christ,1I says Garvie, lIis the 
constant dominating factor in the religious experience and 
moral character of Paul." ••• Dean Inge is equally em­
phatic. "This intimate relationship with the Spirit-Christ 
is unquestionably the core of his religion•••• The critic 
of St. Paul must give full weight to the constantly repeated 
words 'in Christ.' The Mystical Christ could do what the 
idea of a Messiah could never have done. This conception, 
developed in the Fourth Gospel, has been the life-blood of 
Christianity ever since." IIChrist-faith," says J. Weiss, 
"Christ-piety, Christ-worship, Christ-mysticism--that is 
the one focus of Paul's religion; this is the special form 
in which he experienced Christianity.1I Professor H.A.A. 
Kennedy's verdict is a notable one. IIThis supremely in­
timate relation of union with Christ constitutes for Paul 
the pre-supposition of everything that counts in salvation." 
IIUnion with Christ," according to Professor H.R. Mackintosh, 
"is a brief name for all that the apostles mean by sal­
vation." ••• Schweitzer's recent book The Mysticism of 
Paul the Apostle, while marked by the same rather exag­
gerated eschatological bias which characterized his earlier 
work, has this great merit, that it fixes on the experience 
of union with Christ as the very core of Christianity.32 
Thus much can be said for adopting this phrase as the key which 
unlocks the door of Pauline theology. It is indeed the most 
characteristic phrase in the apostle's terminology, occurri~g 
164 times in Paul's letters, including the cognate expressions 
"in the Lord" and "in Him."33 
All the above views have this in common, that whatever 
key word or expression is adopted to sum up Paul's theology, an 
32Stewart, op. cit., pp. 150-151. 
"Ibid, p. 155. 
14 
emphasis is placed upon the present existence of the believer, 
as justified, reconciled, saved, a member of the body of Christ, 
or "in Christ. n Dodd considers this a wholesome trend in the 
study of Paul.. Commenting on Romans 5:8-10, he says: 
In that repeated "much more" is much virtue. Theology 
has often represented Paul as though he were supremely or even 
solely interested in the death of Christ on the cross and the 
"Atonement" thereby effected. This is a rather ironical fate 
for one who showed so clearly that his eyes were set upon the 
risen Christ, and his thought returned gladly again and again 
to the wonder of the new life he gave. That positive gospel 
of the resurrection-life in Christ was an even greater thing 
to Paul than the doctrine of justification, important as tha4 
was in clearing the ground of all that cumbered the course. 3 
Well, what is the key to Paul's theology? Perhaps this 
is a wrong question, and there is no one word or expression which 
can be properly set forth as summarizing all of Paul's theology. 
The fact that many honest answers have been given to this question 
by competent scholars would indicate that there is no one all-
embracing word or formula by which alone Paul may be understood. 
There seem to be several "keys," all of which are correct to a 
degree, but no one of which is exclusively correct. This is the 
opinion of the writer, at least. 
After all, Paul himself was a many-sided man. It is 
doubtful whether Paul himself would have given the same answer 
to the above question on two consecutive days. He who wrote of 
"the manifold wisdom of God
" 
cannot himself be captured by one word. 
In all such dis cussions about the "key" to Paul's theology, 
34DOdd, op. cit., p. 135. 
15 
the words of H.J. Cadbury in an article significantly entitled 
"Concurrent Phases of Paul's Religion" should be kept in mind: 
Perhaps it is the variety of his approach that 
causes our modern difficulty. He has been well called 
a "prismatic" personality. He has a many-track mind. 
An analysis of some of the different phases of his religion 
provides the best hope of a basis for the better under­
standing of it.35 
Aside from this important fact of the "prismatic" 
personality of Paul, there is another consideration which may 
account for the variety of expressions which have been chosen 
as "keywords" in understanding Paul, and this is the fact that 
Paul's theological language is chiefly metaphorical. Again 
Deissmann has been a pioneer in recognizing and explicating 
this: 
In the older study of Paul it was generally the custom 
first to isolate the so-called "concepts l1 of justification, 
redemption, reconciliation, forgiveness, and so forth, and 
then from these isolated and thereby theologically stiffened 
"concepts" to reconstruct the I'system" of "Paulinism." 
We will select only those of Paul's pictorial expressions 
for salvation in Christ, which have most seriously suffered 
violence at the hands of Paulinism-investigators. There are 
other synonyms, but the following five are the most impor­
tant: justification, reconciliation, forgiveness, redemption, 
adoption. 
These classical words have exerted such an enormous 
influence upon later dogma that they have themselves in the 
passage of centuries become covered with so thick a coating 
of dogmatic verdegris, that for many people it has become 
difficult to recognize the original meaning. But to the 
pre-dogmatic simple person of the ancient world the original 
meaning was clear, because he understood without difficulty 
that the apostolic words were pictorial. 
In each of these five picture-words man stands before 
16 
God--each time in a different guise before the same God: 
first as an accused person, secondly as an enemy, thirdly 
as a debtor, fourthly and fifthly as a slave. He stands 
there before God, but he is separated from God by a ter­
rible barrier: by sin, the flesh, the world, the law. 
Transferred into the position Hin Christ" he experiences 
the setting aside of the barrier and finds access to God. 
And in accordance with the particular picture which Paul 
uses, this access to God in Christ is called acquittal, 
or reconciliation, or remission, or redemption, or adop­
tion. Paul, the architect, did not plan five or more 
doors side by side, or one after the other, into the 
royal palace of grace, but one single open door. But he 
had many different sketches of the janua vit~-~he doorway 
to life--in his mind.36 (Emphasis mine.) 
I quote this lengthy passage because I will have occasion 
to refer to it later, and because I regard it as a classic ex­
pression of the point I am now attempting to make, namely that 
different words may be chosen to express the "key" to Pauline 
theology because Paul himself used different words, different 
metaphors, to express the one reality that had apprehended him 
in Christ. A man can use different, even conflicting metaphors, 
to express that which borders on the inexpressible,37 and this is 
just what Paul does: he seizes upon every idea and relationship 
in his environment which can be used to communicate the good 
news of what had happened on Good Friday and Easter, and had 
happened to him on the Damascus road. 
It does not dilute Paul's theology to call these words 
metaphors; it only makes it understandable. 
36neissmann, Ope cit., pp. 166-168. 
37The ejaculatory utterance in II Cor. 9:15, "Thanks 
God for his unspeakable gift, I' indicates that Paul mus t have 
the inadequacy of language to really express the gift of God 
world in Jesus Christ. 
be to 
pondered 
to the 
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It is right to call these ideas metaphors and to avoid 
the danger of carrying metaphors too far. • • • They are 
concurrent--synonyms for the same fact •••• But we must 
not think, because they are metaphors or because there are 
so many of them, that the idea for which they stand is 
metaphorical too. The underlying fact for Paul is perfectly 
real and true.38 
There are several great Pauline words and phrases, then, 
which lie near to the heart of his theology. "Justification by 
faith," "reconciliation," "salvation," "the Body,rl in Christ," 
and "love" are all such words. There is another word which also 
stands in such a list. The word is "freedom. 1t 
Freedom is one of the basic, central ideas of Paul. If 
Paul had been asked to sum up all that the Christian life meant 
to him in one word or phrase, on some days he no doubt would have 
chosen "justification by faith" or "in Christ," on others "sal­
vation" or "reconciliation," but on others he surely would have 
said "freedom," particularly during the storrny days of the Gal­
atian trouble and the Jerusalem conference. That freedom was not 
just a passing phase of Paul's thought can be seen from the fact 
that it occurs as a dominant theme in both Galatians, which, ac­
cording to most chronologies, stands among the earliest of Paul's 
letters, and Romans, which everyone agrees is among his latest. 
Thus several years separate these two letters (assuming an early 
date for Galatians), yet both sound the note of Christian freedom. 
I have found only one author who asserts that freedom is 
38Cadbury, loco cit., p. 257. 
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Paul's Uthesis." E.M. Martinson, in an essay which is more of a 
homily on Paul in general than an exegetical study of the doctrine 
of freedom in Paul's thought, says: "'Where the Spirit of the Lord 
is, there is liberty.' That is the thesis of the apostle Faul. Il39 
As stated previously, to declare that t1freedom" or any 
other one word represents the thesis of Paul is to claim too much. 
But there are several scholars who have asserted that the idea of 
freedom is near the center of Paul's theology, that freedom is ~ 
of the Pauline keywords. 
Thus E.F. Scott, in discussing the II cardinal principles" 
of Paul's religion, speaks of grace and faith, the Spirit, union 
with Christ, and then says: 
Again, Christianity is for Paul the religion of liberty. 
"Christ has made you free;1l this idea is ever and again re­
peated in different words, and may almost be taken as the 
central motive of Paul's message. [Could this be a typist's 
or printer's error for Il central motif?'~ He thinks of the 
Christian as released from all earthly bonds; to his own 
master he stands or falls; he judges all things but is 
himself judged by no man. • •• There can, indeed, be no 
true liberty which is not founded on Paul's conception of 
man as a spiritual being, who lives in this material world 
but is subject to another, and who cannot, therefore, accept 
any earthly authority as final. 40 (Emphasis mine.) 
J.E. Frame points out the importance of the concept of 
freedom in Paul's thought by saying, "The starting point of Paul's 
religious thought is the conviction that he has been delivered. 1l41 
(Emphasis mine.) And Knox says, t1paul's central theme [is] ••• 
39E•M• Martinson, "Spiritual Freedom as Paul's Thesis," 
Biblical Review, XX (October, 1930), p. 539. 
40E•F • Scott, IlDifficulties in Paul's Religion," 
Contemporary Thinking about Paul, pp. 351-358. 
41J •E• Frame,'Taul's Idea of Deliverance," Journal of 
Biblical Literature, XLIX (January, 1930), p. 2. 
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the way in which men, so often defeated by their own misguided 
efforts, may gain entry to a life which will be full and free.,,42 
(Emphasis mine.) 
That Bultmann regards freedom as one of the central ideas 
of Paul is evidenced by the fact that in his outline of Paul's 
theology, "Freedom" stands alongside "The Righteousness of God," 
"Grace," and "Faith" as one of the four main topics he uses to 
43outline Paul's teaching on the Christian man. 
In the same vein, Dodd testifies to the centrality of the 
idea of freedom in Paul's thought. Speaking of the preaching of 
the young Paul, Dodd says: 
It was above all a religion of emancipation. "For liberty 
you were called" is the watchword of Paul's great controversy. 
This liberty rested upon a personal and inward relation to 
Christ, replacing allegiance to laws and traditional insti­
tutions. 44 (Emphasis mine.) 
Dodd further indicates that the idea of deliverance or freedom is 
implicit even in those key words of the Pauline theology which do 
not explicitly speak of freedom. 
It will help towards the appreciation of what Paul 
meant by the forensic term "justification" if we consider 
other figures which he uses to describe the same experience. 
It is emancipation, deliverance from the yoke of an external 
moral standard and from the tyranny of evil habit. The 
justified man is like a slave freed from his master's power; 
or like a widow whom her hustand's death has emancipated 
from the absolute dominion (potestas) into which Roman Law 
gave the married woman; or like the heir who on attaining 
42Knox ,"Exegesis of Romans," loco cit., p. 375. 
43Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, I, viii-ix. 
44Dodd , op. cit., p. 24. 
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his majority bids farewell to guardians and trustees, and 
becomes master in his own house. It is no mere change of 
status of which Paul s~eaks in such metaphors. It is a 
real deliverance ••• 5 (Emphasis mine.) 
More than one scholar thus asserts that the common denom­
inator of the Pauline metaphors for salvation is the idea of 
freedom. Deissmann gives justification, reconciliation, forgive­
ness, redemption, and adoption as five of the key picture-words 
in Paul's thought. 46 But these five metaphors are not as diverse 
as may appear at first glance; freedom is involved in four of the 
five. Thus, with respect to justification, Deissmann says, "In 
Christ this accused person becomes unaccused; he is awarded not 
condemnation but liberty.,,47 (Emphasis mine.) And, although 
Deissmann does not point this out, adoption also is closely re­
lated to the freedom-concept for Paul. In Galatians 4:7 and 
Romans 8:15 for instance, the opposite of "sonship" is "slavery." 
Paul often thinks of the freedom which the son has that the slave 
does not have. In regard to all the Pauline metaphors used for 
the salvation experience by Paul, Deissmann explicitly says: 
Here in one glance it can be seen what the essence of 
Pauline Christianity is: the certainty that one has been 
released from the dark many-walled prison ••• of evil, 
and rescued into the place of ~ight and freedom, the one 
sphere of salvation in Christ. 8 (Emphasis mine.) 
45Ibid, pp. 127-128. 
46Above, p. 15. 
47Deissmann, Ope cit., p. 168. 
48Ibid , p. 298. 
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Freedom, then, is not merely a tangential aspect of 
Paul's thought, but one of the fundamental ideas of his whole 
theology. 
Origin and Sources of Paul's Doctrine of Freedom 
Although Paul is the foremost advocate of freedom in 
the New Testament, he is not the originator of the idea. Paul 
is not to be regarded as an innovator, as he was considered to 
be by an older generation of New Testament scholars. F.C. Bauer 
is representative of this older school, and his view, in simpli­
fied form, is stated by Otto Betz: 
In his view, the teaching of Jesus formed the basis of 
the New Testament. It was not theology, but strictly 
religion--the immediate expression of religious conscious­
ness. Theological reflection started over the place of 
the Law. Paul was the first theological thinker. This 
put him in opposition to the Jewish Christians, who, as 
his antithesis, adhered to the Law. 49 
This view that Paul was the great innovator, that Christianity 
took a radical new turn with him, even finds expression in some 
contemporary scholars such as Scott, who says, "Paul was the 
first man in history who was really free •••• The idea of 
Christianity as the religion of freedom was, in the full extent, 
peculiar to Paul ••• ,,50 Most scholars of today, however, would 
agree with Bultmann that Paul was neither the first nor the only 
490tto Betz, tlBiblical Theology, History of " The, -­
Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, edited by George Buttrick 
(4 vols.; Nashville: Abingdon, 1962), I, 434. 
50Scott, op. cit., p. 351. 
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advocate of freedom: r1The Torah-free attitude of Hellenistic 
Christianity is by no means simply a result of Paul's struggle 
against the Judaizers, and much less was his defense of freedom 
from the law either then or later the only one in force. 1l51 
The origin of the idea of freedom in the early Ohurch 
has been supposed to have developed in the following manner. 
The earliest Christian community, the Jewish congregation in 
Jerusalem, continued to keep the Law, seeing no conflict between 
the Law and Christianity. Then Paul, who had been reared in a Greek 
environment and had Greek ideas, interpolated the idea of freedom 
into Christianity. Thus the Christian doctrine of freedom is to 
be understood in the light of a Greek origin. This view does have 
some validity. Undoubtedly a Greek environment had given Paul an 
opportunity to appreciate liberal ideas in a way that the twelve 
could never have done. But such a view is inadequate to explain 
Paulis doctrine of freedom, and the development of the doctrine 
of freedom in the early Church, in that it minimizes, among other 
things, Paul's acknowledged debt to those who were in Christ before 
him. In the words of H.J. Schoeps, 
No doubt it is certain that in the circle of the twelve 
there was no figure so richly endowed as that of the apostle 
to the Gentiles, and it is certain too that as a thinker and 
a spiritually significant personality he was far superior to 
the comparatively naive personalities of the other apostles. 
But however highly we estimate the genius and originality of 
this apostle, we shall hardly suppose that his form of the 
Christian gospel represents something entirely new, and that 
51Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, I, 109. 
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he is not dependent in part on the teaching about the faith 
which, before his joining it, the first Christian Church had 
for several years spread abroad.5 2 
Discussing Paul's knowledge of the historical Jesus, Hunter says 
that we have now learned "how much Paul owed to his seniors in 
Christ,,,53 and this could also be said of Paul's doctrine of 
freedom. 
Before discussing further the actual sources of, and 
influences on, Paul's doctrine of freedom, I would like to 
further pursue the idea that Paul did not derive his freedom-
doctrine from the Greeks. 
In 1902 Weiss published a lecture entitled Die Christ­
liche Freiheit nach der Verk~ndigung des Apostles Paulus. 54 
According to Weiss, Paul's idea of freedom has its roots in 
Greek philosophy, especially in Stoicism. In this lecture, 
Weiss insists that Paul must have attended a school of rhetoric, 
and especially tries to prove a relationship between Paul and 
Seneca (4-65 A.D.) and Paul and Epictetus (50-130 A.D.). Weiss 
of course realizes that Epictetus lived a generation after 
Paul, but argues that Epictetus only repeats the older teaching 
that was current in Paul's day. The Stoics emphasized that 
52H•J • Schoeps, Paul: The Theology of the Apostle in the 
Light of Jewish Religious History, translated by Harold Knight 
'Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1961), p. 59. 
53Hunter, Ope cit., p. 58. 
541 have not read this lecture, which so far as I know has 
not been translated into English. The above summary is taken from 
Wedell, loco cit., pp. 205-206. 
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only the truly wise man is free. Weiss pictures Paul as absorbing 
the sermons on freedom preached daily in the market place at 
Tarsus by the wandering stoic preachers. 
Weiss also sets forth the idea that Paul's teaching on 
Christian liberty is derived from Stoicism in his magnum opus 
on earliest Christianity: 
That Paul calls this condition where man is able to do 
the good, "liberty," also shows dependence on Stoic literary 
usage, according to which only the wise man is really free, 
and freedom consists in this, namely that a man has his will 
under control •••• 
Especially does the play on the ideas of freedom and 
slavery in Rom. 6:18, 20--free from sin, to have become 
slaves of righteousness; slaves of sin, free in respect to 
righteousness, remind us of the Stoic paradox. 55 
He gives three Stoic "parallels" to Paul's line of thought in 
Romans seven. 
But Paul's idea of freedom is so different from that of 
the Greeks in general, and the Stoics in particular, that it is 
very doubtful that they share anything except a few terms, and 
very doubtful that either was derived from the other. 
In Paul, freedom is not something native to man, or some­
thing which may be attained by will power or philosophy. The 
freedom of the Christian man is for Paul the freedom of one who 
has been set free, delivered, by a mighty act of the liVing God. 
6It is "the freedom for which Christ set us free.,,5 Anders Nygren, 
55Johannes Weiss, Earliest Christianit : A Ristor of the 
Period A.D. 30-150, translated by F.C. Grant 2 vols.; Harper 
Torchbook edition; New Yolk: Harper, 1959), II, 516. 
56Gal. 5:1. 
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who believes freedom is the theme of the four chapters Romans 5-8, 
says of them: 
Again and again in these four chapters, he repeats the 
words "through Jesus Christ our Lord." It is particularly 
to be noted that each of these chapters ends with these 
words. \...,Then Paul here speaks of the new life of the Chris tian, 
he is at pains to say that all which he is affirming is true 
only "in Christ" and through Him. Without Clrrist we would 
always remain in bondage to the powers of the world.57 
A second significant difference between Pauline freedom 
and Greek freedom is that there is in Paul none of the Greek 
"imprisonment of the spirit in a fleshly body," and neither 
conversion nor death is regarded by Paul as release from flesh 
58 
or matter. 
The third telling difference between Paul and the Greeks 
(Stoics) at this point is that for them freedom was an individual 
matter while for Paul it was a corporate matter. Morton Scott 
Enslin quotes Epictetus as saying: 
That man is free who lives as he wishes; who is proof
 
against compulsion, hindrance, and violence: whose
 
impulses are untrammeled: who gets what he wills to
 
get, and avoids what he wills to avoid.59
 
Enslin then adds: 
The goal of the Stoic was to stand aloof in untroubled 
serenity on the mountain peak .••• For Paul the goal was 
to unite all into a group of earnest men and women, united 
57Anders Nygren, Commentary on Romans, translated by Carl 
C. Rasmussen (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1949), p. 194. 
58Bultmann elaborates extensively on this point in Kerygma 
and Nyth, p. 17. 
59Morton Scott Enslin, The Ethics of Paul (New York: 
Harper, 1930), p. 39. 
to thei~ Lord by faith, and living in a manner worthy
°of him. 
Thus the older theory of Bauer and Weiss seems to have lost 
caste in the world of scholarship. Although Greek influence upon 
Paul's doctrine of freedom, as is the case with his theology in 
general, is not entirely lacking, it is considered to be much less 
than formerly. Cosmopolitan citizen of the Empire though he was, 
Paul was no Hellenist of the Hellenists, but, after all, a Hebrew 
of the Hebrews, and the eyes which once were turned toward Athens 
for help in understanding Paul are now turned toward Jerusalem. 
If, then, we are not to look to Stoicism as a source for 
Paul's freedom-doctrine, "'here are we to look? The answer is 
threefold: the pre-Pauline Hellenistic Church, the teaching of 
Jesus, and Paul's own experience. 
In the place of first importance, there stands the 
pre-Pauline Hellenistic Christianity which had already made a 
real, but embryonic, break with the Law before Paul came on the 
scene. As Bultmann points out, the earliest church in Jerusalem 
does not seem to have given a clear answer to the question of 
whether or not the Law is still binding upon Christians, or even 
to have clearly asked this question, although "in practice 
a relative liberty toward the cultic-ritual demands of the Law 
must have existed.,,61 But when it became apparent that the 
60Ibid •
 
61 Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, I, 54.
 
Hellenistic wing of this earliest Church was taking a very casual 
attitude toward the ancient Law of Israel, a retrogression set in 
so that the Jerusalem church lost even its rudimentary freedom, 
62
and never achieved freedom from the Law. 
Paul's theology, however, must be seen against the back­
ground of the Hellenistic Church, and not as a development of 
conservative Palestinian Christianity. Knox, basing his view on 
the epistles alone and regarding Acts as very untrustworthy 
historically, believes that "it is likely that Paul's whole 
experience with Christianity, both as persecutor and as evangelist, 
lay outside of Palestine. Paul is a product of extra-Palestinian 
,,63Christianity. Whether Knox's view of the historical value 
of Acts be accepted or not, it certainly is true that Paul was 
never an "insider" so far as Jewish Christianity is concerned and 
that Bultmann's jUdgment that "the historical presupposition for 
Paul's theology is not the kerygma of the oldest Church but that 
of the Hellenistic Church,,64 must be accepted. 
That the Hellenistic Church had already made some kind 
of break with the Law is to be surmised from the charges that 
were brought against Stephen and by his speech to his accusers,6 5 
and by the fact that some of those who were scattered in the 
62 Ibid • 
6 3Knox , Chapters in a Life of St. Paul, p. 65. 
64Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, I, 63. 
65Acts 6-7. 
persecution which broke out in connection with his death carried 
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on an evangelistic mission to Gentiles in Antioch. Thus not 
Paul, but some courageous and sensitive individuals whose names 
we do not know were the first to sense that with the advent of 
Christ the religion of law was finished, and to include freedom 
as an element of their gospel. The Church by which and into 
67
which Paul was converted was a church already aware of its 
freedom in Christ to some degree, and this fact must have first 
consideration in discussing the origin of Paul's idea of freedom. 
The second source of Paul's idea of freedom is the teach­
ing of the historic Jesus. Although the only actual references 
to freedom in the Gospels are Matthew 17:26 and John 8:33-36, 
neither of which may be certainly taken as the actual words of 
Jesus, and Luke 4:18, which is in a ~uotation from the Old Testa­
ment, the teaching of Jesus must still be considered as a source 
o~ Paul's doctrine of freedom, for the entire thrust of Jesus' 
life and teaching was in the opposite direction of legalism. 
In reference to Jesus' words about coming "not to abolish but 
to fulfill" the Law,68 Stewart says that "surely the intention 
of the words is not to rehabilitate legalism, ••• and moreover, 
the incarnation could be called a 'fulfilling of the law in the 
66Acts 11:20. 
67By this I do not intend to discount Paul's conversion 
experience and encounter with the living Christ near Damascus, but 
only to say that this occurred within the context of Hellenistic, 
and not Palestinian, Christianity. 
68Matt. 5:17. 
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sense of Paul's statement that 'the law was our schoolmaster to 
6bring us unto Christ.,11 9 Even in the references from the Gospels 
mentioned above where Jesus speaks of freedom, the thought is true 
to the authentic teaching of Jesus, although the wording reflects 
the Sitz im Leben of the early Church rather than the events of 
Jesus' ministry. The hands are the hands of the early Church, but 
the voice is the voice of Jesus. 
Luke undoubtedly catches the spirit of Jesus' ministry 
when he places the proclamation of IIrelease to the captives ll and 
IIliberty to the oppressed ll among the announced objectives of Jesus' 
ministry in His "keynote address" in the synagogue at Nazareth. 10 
Freedom was an element of the gospel preached by Jesus, and this 
must have had its effect upon Paul. W.M. Ramsay, who emphasizes 
the Greek character of Paul, says flatly: ttWe can trace this Paul­
1ine idea [freedom] back to its origin in the teachings of Christ .111
To be sure, there are at least surface differences in 
their respective attitudes toward the Law. Paul felt that the 
Law was something from which a person needed to be redeemed-­
on a par with Sin, though not to be identified with Sin. Jesus 
never so speaks of the Law, but rather deepens and enlarges our 
understanding of the meaning of the Law. He does not explicitly 
proclaim freedom from the Law as a part of His gospel, but He does 
69Stewart, op. cit., p. 292. 
10Lu. 4:18.
 
1
1 W•M• Ramsay, The Cities of St. Paul (New York: Hodder 
and Stoughton, 1901), p. 38. 
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so transform the Law that it is hardly law any longer, as the 
Sermon on the Mount shows so plainly. The teaching of Jesus, 
then, may be properly named among those sources from which Paul 
drew inspiration in developing his own doctrine of freedom. 
The third factor in the origin and development of Paul's 
doctrine of freedom was his own experience, of which three elements 
will be mentionedz his educational and cultural background, his 
conversion experience, and his controversies with the JUdaizers. 
It has already been mentioned that Paul's first-hand 
knowledge of the Greek world gave him a potentially more liberal 
spirit than any of the twelve could have had. It is also possible 
that Paul's Jewish education helped to prepare the way for his 
doctrine of freedom. It was taught in some circles of first-
century Judaism that when the Messiah came, the Law would be 
abrogated. 72 Perhaps this had been a part of Paul's education, 
so that, as soon as he was convinced that Jesus was indeed the 
Messiah, he was ready to give up the Law and proclaim the gospel 
of Christian freedom. Also the fact that Paul alone of the apos­
tles had been a Pharisee, dedicated to seeking righteousness by 
means of obeying the demands of the Law which his sensitive nature 
told him he could never fulfill, is a factor in accounting for 
the vigor with which he preached Christian freedom after he was 
convinced that he was no longer under the Law. 
Paul's conversion experience was a crucial factor in the 
72See Albert Schweitzer, The Mfsticism of Paul the
 
Apostle, translated by Wm. Montgomery London: Black, 1931), p. 69.
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development of all of his theology, and has a particular bearing 
on his doctrine of freedom. However it be explained, it is 
apparent from both the Acts accounts and Paul's references to it 
in his letters, that his conversion experience was for him a 
shattering, earth-shaking experience in which all of life was 
reoriented around this one fact: Jesus was alive, and was indeed 
the Christ. Bultmann indicates how closely the idea of freedom 
is related to Paul's personal experience by saying: 
Recognizing how basically the Torah was called into 
question by the Hellenistic mission, that meant whether 
he was willing to acknowledge in the cross of Christ God's 
judgment upon his self-understanding up to that time-­
i.e. God's condemnation of his Jewish striving after 
righteousness by fulfilling the works of the Law. After 
he had first indignantly rejected this question and become 
a persecutor of the Church, at his conversion he submitted 
to this judgment of God.73 
Paul spoke so fervently of freedom because he knew himself to 
have been set free by the Christ who had claimed him on the 
Damascus road. 
A third relevant factor in the experience of Paul is 
his conflict with the Judaizers. Others had preached the doctrine 
of Christian freedom before Paul, but it was Paul who was to lead 
the battle against the resurrection of legalism within the Church, 
and so it was Paul who was called upon to formulate and defend 
the principles underlying his gospel of freedom. As Bultmann says, 
"Standing within the frame of Hellenistic Christianity he raised 
73Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, I, 187. 
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the theological motifs that were at work in the proclamation of 
4the Hellenistic Church to the clarity of theological thinking,"7
and Paul was forced into this by the conflicts with the Judaizers. 
It was in the crucible of conflict that Paul's emphasis upon freedom 
comes most clearly into focus, as the Galatian epistle illustrates. 
Paul's Vocabulary of Freedom 
Something about the place of freedom in Paul's thought 
may be indicated by a survey of his freedom vocabulary. Paul 
has no one word which he consistently uses to express his idea 
of freedom. His doctrine of freedom involves a whole cluster of 
words. Since this thesis is not a word study, the following 
paragraphs are not intended to be an exhaustive treatment. I 
merely want to list Paul's freedom words, and give some indication 
of the frequency and manner of his use of them. 
There are several words used by Paul which, when trans­
lated into English, appear to be related to the idea of freedom, 
but which are really irrelevant to the idea of the freedom of the 
/
Christian man as set forth by Paul. Among these are ~, 
/
translated "free gift," AU(:rc~ ' translated "to be free," 
~, translated ufree from anxieties," ~S~rrd-"o.s, trans­
"l\ /lated "free of charge," d.UthlLlr€"()~ , tranala ted "of the ir own 
( /
free will, II and ~ K00(flO" , translated "of your own free will." 
Obviously such words, though they will be found under ItFree" or 
74Ibid. 
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"Freedom" in an English concordance, are not a part of Paul's 
freedom vocabulary. 
There are a total of eight different words used by Paul 
in connection with his doctrine of freedom, 
> 
of which(~ ~ v~e ~ r(~ 
~")and mIra VTpWS"'S:, the principal Theand its cognates are ones. 
eight are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
) " ~()Q€eCd-. 
The noun ~ kub)eac'co<: occurs six times in Paul, 75 always
I 
in the sense of religious freedom, freedom as a quality of the 
"newness of life" given by Jesus Christ, and always unqualified. 
This word also occurs four times in the New Testament aside from 
Paul, always used only of religious freedom. 
) I 
Of the twenty-three times which the adjective ~AtuQ~05 
occurs in the New Testament, sixteen of them are in Paul. This 
word is the usual, II secular
" 
word for freedom in the sense of not 
being a slave, but is used by Paul four times, and by the other 
New Testament writers three times, in the sense of religious freedom. 
) n " 
The verb ~~<JtllPOuJ is used seven times in the New Testa-
i 
ment, always in the sense of religious freedom. Five of these 
occurrences are in Paul, the other two are in John. 
Neither the noun, adjective, nor verb are theological terms, 
but bear the same meaning as the English words "freedom," "free," 
75Word counts are taken from W.F. Moulton and A.S. Geden, 
A Concordance to the Greek Testament (Edinburgh: T. &T. Clark, 1926). 
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6
and "(make) free l1 respectively.1 It is a metaphorical use of them 
when Paul utilizes them to express the Christian's freedom from 
wrath, Sin, Law, Death, and the Cosmic Powers • 
.) ~ /d.Uo <,,?'9WG'"I') 
This word, usually translated "redemption," and its cog­
/ / ) ,,, r 
nates Au-rpo<.V , >YrpWl;tl~ ,d.IDl\c.}w ,and AuTpWT'15 ' are all 
derived from the first-year Greek student's old friend, ~w ,11 
which means simply "I loose,tl and all these derivatives retain 
this basic idea of the root. Of these words, Paul uses only 
~ .....~ ).,~ . .n" 
, which occurs seven times in his writings.
 
This is the most colorful and graphic of Paul's freedom 
words, it was immediately understood by his readers, and it is 
unfortunate that the English word "redemption" by which it has 
been translated has come to have such abstruse theological over­
tones. The word originally meant "buying back a slave or captive, 
8
making him free by the payment of a ransom.,,1 Dodd says that 
"emancipation" is its best English equivalent, and that "the 
secondary meanings which the word has acquired are foreign to 
the language of Paul.,,19 He further says: 
Redemption was the process by which a slave obtained 
his freedom. Thousands of Jews taken prisoners in the wars 
had been sold into slavery in the Roman dominions, and it 
16Unless otherwise noted, the meanings of all Greek words 
listed are taken from W.F. Arndt and F.W. Gingrich, A Greek-English 
Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1951 • 
11Leslie R. Elliott, A Com arative Lexicon of New Testament 
Greek (Kansas City: Central Seminary Press, 1945 , p. 51. 
18Arndt and Gingrich, Ope cit., p. 95. 
19Dodd, Ope cit., p. 58. 
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was a popular work of benevolence for wealthy Jews to "redeem" 
them into liberty. That is the source of the metaphor. 80 
Deissmann says that the metaphor might be related to the practice 
of a slave's saving his money and buying his freedom to become the 
"slave" of the temple-god. 81 In either case, "When Paul told his 
converts they were 'redeemed' by Christ's sacrifice, he was em­
ploying a metaphor which spoke to them with vivid power, for re­
demption from slavery was a familiar, everyday process in their 
world.,,82 
;, >..jThe word C1 rro nwQ"C" is further enriched in meaning by 
its association with the Old Testament word )~ II , tlredeemer." 
"The word 'redeemer' (Heb. golel) was derived from the fact that, 
if a man sold himself into slavery, the obligation to buy back 
his freedom for him rested upon a kinsman.,,83 The idea of the 
S~b as the blood-avenger, the vindicator, is thus only a 
resultant meaning from this first, basic meaning. So when God 
is described as redeemer, the root idea is that he is that worthy 
kinsman who buys us out of slavery. 
~( II..rJ.C~w 
./ 
Unlike the preceeding words, the basic meaning of ~'KcJ.IOW 
is not "freedom" but "acquital." When, however, it is understood 
80Ibid , p. 57. 
81 .Del.ssmann, op. cit., p. 173. 
82Hunter, op. cit., p. 85. 
83F •J • Taylor, "Redeem, Redeemer, Redemption, Ransom, 
Purchase," A Theolo ical Wordbook of the Bible, edited by Alan 
Richardson, New York: Macmillan, 1951 , p. 186. 
that Paul takes this word from the courtroom and uses it meta­
phorically of the Christian's experience of salvation, it is easy 
to see its relation to his doctrine of freedom. The accused, 
though guilty, is not condemned. Instead, he is acquited, just­
ified, and receives liberty in place of condemnation. Thus 
although Sl~ct~ is translated "free" only once,84 the idea of 
freedom is never far from it. It is used twenty-two times by 
~ / ~ 
Paul, and its noun forms &E<I6lc2srt,,~ d (Kr:6U;v,MJ. , and SCKsHWSjI51 
are used a total of fifty-seven times by him. 
/ 
q-wT'iP'''' 
/ 
The noun is used fifteen times by Paul, andStwr'iP ''*' 
although its basic meaning is t1deliverance,1l85 it is so translated 
by the Revised Standard Version only in Philippians 1:19. Like­
wise the verb ~~£w , used by Paul twenty-one times, is a word 
closely related to the idea of freedom, though Arndt and Gingrich 
86list "free l1 as one of its meanings only in relation to sickness.
I am not criticizing the way these words have traditionally been 
translated, only saying that freedom is akin to their basic mean­
ing. For instance, ~~4W in Romans 5:9 clearly carries the idea 
of "be made free from, be delivered from" in the clause I1 much more. 
shall be be saved by him from the wrath of God. rt 
84This is in Rom. 6:7, where the Revised Standard Version 
renders S'l Sc K.,t.{"'l'rc4C ~rro T'S'S e:t/"<iprlclt5 as 11 fre e d from sin. II 
85Arndt and Gingrich, op. cit., p. 808. 
86Ibid , p. 744. 
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The noun <::ic...JT....,
./p is not one of Paul's favori te titles for 
Christ, occurring in his writings only twice. 
) I 
d.YO(2rAW 
) / 
This word or its cognate f~~YQP4~ occurs seven times 
in Paul, four times in its metaphorical use of Christians who 
have been bought out of slavery by Christ. Thus when used in 
) / 
this sense they carry the same meaning as sz!,rroA;T(JcA.lln~ • 
l. / 
~ 
This word, which means "save, rescue, deliver, set free," 
is used seven times by Paul, three in its ordinary, "secular" sense, 
three in its metaphorical sense of the deliverance wrought by 
Christ in behalf of believers, and once in a quotation from the 
Old Testament. 
) I 
£rQ()~(J... 
Only once in Paul does this word carry the sense of 
freedom, in I Corinthians 8:9, where it is translated "1iberty.r1 
Its usual meaning, "right," "authority," or "power," in the sense 
of autonomy, is of course related to the idea of freedom. 
) / 
t: teMp f: ..J 
This word, which means basically "take out, tear out,1I 
is used only once by Paul, in Galatians 1:4. Here it is used in 
its resultant meaning, "set free, deliver." 
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,/ 
KJ.Trl.fNtw 
/ 
The basic meaning of KdtT¢(2Y€W is Il make ineffective, 
powerless, idle. 1I A derived meaning is Itto be released from an 
association with something or someone. 1I Paul uses the word 
twenty-four times, but only once, in Romans 7:6, with the latter 
meaning. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE MEANING OF FREEDOM IN PAUL'S THEOLOGY 
The idea of spiritual freedom has for Paul, as for the 
authors of the Bible in general, two main aspects, which might 
be characterized by the phrases "freedom from" and "freedom for." 
I have borrowed the terminology of an essay by Paul Lehman in 
calling these two aspects respectively deliverance and fulfillment. 87 
Freedom as Deliverance: "Freedom from" 
Who are those tyrants from which the Christian is delivered? 
What is the Christian free from? As noted in the Introduction to 
this thesis,88 Paul never gives any systematic answer to this ques­
tion, so any itemizing of those Powers to which Christians had been 
subject is somewhat arbitrary. Different lists of these Powers have 
been formulated by different scholars. For instance, Nygren89 and 
William Baird90 list wrath, Sin, Law, and Death; BUltmann91 and 
87paul Lehman, tlDeliverance and Fulfillment: The Biblical 
View of Salvation," Interpretation, V (October, 1951). 
88Above, pp. 3-4. 
89Nygren, Ope cit., p. 32. 
90William Baird, Paul's Message and Mission (Nashville: 
Abingdon, 1960), p. 153. 
91Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, I. 279. 
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Warren Quanbeck92 list Sin, Law, and Death; William Hamilton93 
lists Sin, suffering, and Death; Hunter lists Sin, flesh, and 
Death in one place,94 and Sin, flesh, and Law in another95 as 
the nterrible triumvirate" from which man needs to be delivered; 
Lehman96 lists wrath, Sin, Death, the Powers of darkness, and 
the Devil; W. Morgan97 lists Demons, Law, and Sin; Deissmann98 
gives Sin, flesh, Death, Law, the World (including demonic 
powers) and suffering as those elements from which the Christian 
has been made free in Christ. 
Which of these is the "correct" list'? Obviously no one 
of them is "correct," in the sense that it and it alone represents 
Paul's thought; all of them are analyses of something which Paul 
never analyzes. All of these Powers belong together in his 
thought. To use Brunner's figure,99 they are all partners in 
one firm: Sin, Law, and Death, Inc. Paul himself says in a key 
passage related to his doctrine of freedom: "There is therefore 
92Warren Quanbeck, "Theological Reorientation: The Thought 
of the Epistle to the Romans," Interpretation, XIV (July, 1960), p. 264. 
93William Hamilton, "A Theology for Modern Man: A Study of 
the Epistle to the Romans," Interpretation, IX (October, 1957), 
pp. 399-403. 
94Hunter, op. cit., p. 22. 
95 Ibid ,	 p. 23. 
96Lehman, loco cit., p. 393. 
97W• Morgan, The Religion and Theology of Paul (Edinburgh: 
T.	 & T. Clark, 1917), p. 69. 
98Deissmann, Ope cit., pp. 179-181. 
99Emil Brunner, The Letter to the Romans (Philadelphia: 
Westminster Press, 1959), p. 57. 
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now no condemnation [wrathl for those who are in Christ Jesus. 
For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus has set me 
free from the law of sin and death."lOO Here, condemnation 
(wrath), Law, Sin, and Death are all inseparably related, and 
regarded as one reality from which the Christian is delivered. 
Likewise in I Corinthians 15:56 Paul mentions Sin, Law, and Death 
as cooperating Powers over which the Christian is victorious 
through Christ, and Galatians 4:3-4 seems to connect "the ele­
men tal spirits of the universe" to the Law. In Romans 4: 15 
Paul relates wrath and the Law. Luther points out that in Paul 
10lLaw, Sin, and wrath are interrelated Powers. Nygren, who 
follows Luther's interpretation of Romans closely, further says: 
According to Paul there is an intimate relation 
between these powers of destruction. To Paul death 
is the "last enemy," the terrifying ruler who gathers 
in his hands all the threads of the old aeon; it bears 
the scepter of absolute sovereignty. But death has 
that power only with the help of sin. Sin is the 
weapon, the "sting,t1 which death uses to bring humanity 
under its dominion. But sin, in turn, would not have 
much power, were it not for the law. Thus Paul calls 
the law "the power of sin."102 
Analyzing Paul's doctrine of freedom into various topics, 
then, is something foreign to Paul's understanding of these Powers 
from which the Christian has been freed, and is done only for 
convenience. Since wrath, Sin, Law, Death, and the Cosmic Powers 
lOORom. 8:1-2. See discussion of this passage in Appendix 
to this thesis. 
lOlMartin Luther, Commentar on the E istle to the Romans, 
translated by J. Theodore Mueller Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1954 , 
p. 92. 
l02Nygren, Ope cit., p. 265. 
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are explicitly named by Paul as Powers from which the Christian 
is delivered by Christ,103 I have chosen to organize my discussion 
of IIFreedom as Deliverance ll around these five topics. 
Freedom from Wrath 
Bultmann surely expresses the mind of Paul when he says, 
"\'1e can speak of God's grace only when we speak of his wrath. 1I104 
Paul speaks of the wrath of God as something from which the 
105Christian has been set free. 
The Greek word ~py~ is used both of the anger of man 
and the wrath of God. The word occurs twenty times in Paul, all 
but two of them referring to the wrath of God. Nine times, Paul 
explicitly speaks of lithe wrath of God," "God's wrath,1I or IIhis 
wrath. 1I Sometimes, he simply calls it "the wrath,11 meaning the 
. 106 107
wrath of God. For Paul, wrath 1S both a present and a future 
(eschatological) work of God. 
A very important point is made by Bultmann, that for Paul 
wrath is not a quality of God, but an action, a work, an event, 
108
of which God is the source. Paul never says that God is angry, 
but that he reveals (that is, puts-into-action) His wrath. So, 
1031 Th. 1:10; Rom. 6:22, 8:2; Gal. 4:4, 8-9. 
104Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, I, 262. 
105Rom • 5:9, 8:1; I Th. 1:10. 
106Rom. 1:18, 13:4; Eph. 5:6; I Th. 2:16. 
107Rom • 2:5, 2:8, 5:9; I Th. 1:10. 
108Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, I, 288. 
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the wrath of God was not thought of by Paul as "vindictive rage 
or the emotional reaction of an irritated self-concern, 1I109 but 
as the action that a holy God takes against sin. There is great 
danger in thinking of GOd's wrath in human terms, of supposing 
that by the wrath of God Paul meant something akin to what we 
mean by the wrath of a man: an emotional outburst of anger. As 
Stewart says, "Between the wrath of God and most of what this 
nllO
world calls wrath, no parallel eXists. God is never portrayed 
by Paul as a petty tyrant pounding on His throne with His clenched 
fist and demanding the blood of His enemies. 
When all this has been said, however, we still do not 
understand Paul if we go to the opposite extreme and make the wrath 
of God to be for him simply the natural result of sin in a moral 
universe. Dodd seems to tend in this direction, as the following 
quotations indicate: 
"The Wrath of God," therefore, as seen in its actual 
operation, consists in leaving sinful human nature to "stew 
in its own juice."lll 
I'The Wrath," then, is revealed before our eyes as the in­
creasing horror of sin working out its hideous law of cause 
and effect. 112 
I do not think Dodd gives enough consideration to the fact 
l09A•M. Hunter, The Epistle to the Romans (London: SCM Press, 
1955), p. 31. 
110Stewart, Ope cit., p. 219. 
lllDodd, Ope cit., p. 67.
 
112 Ibid , p. 68.
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that the Hebrew mind of Paul would have a great deal of diffioulty 
envisioning a universe operating by laws of moral cause and effect 
without the personal supervision of God. Also, the fact that Paul 
expected an eschatological climax of the wrath of God, a fact not 
emphasized by Dodd, indicates that GOd's wrath was to Paul more 
than the moral aspect of a cause-and-effect universe. Even when 
the "natural tl consequences of sin are considered, ttthe wrath" is 
for Paul still "the wrath of God." Still, "wrath" is not a semi-
personal being for Paul, as is the case with Sin, Law, Death, and 
the Cosmic Powers. 
) / 
A word closely related to opy~ in Paul'S thought is 
I' 
KrATd.J<ac,lA=rk ,the root meaning of which is not merely" condemnation, It 
but tithe punishment following sentence, punishment, doom.ttll~ 
/ / 
It is thus the opposite of bU<of,c,•.JCJls. ,"acquittal," and 81/.<.d.(W,h~ 
/ 
when used in the sense of S(~~f~rl& ,as in Romans 5:16. The 
Christian is pictured by these metaphorical words to be standing at 
/ 
a bar of judgment, but instead of receiving the ~r/t.7",.J.t0c ""cI. , the, , 
/
condemnation of doom, he receives 3fl-fd,(Wt-d' and is free from the 
/ 
K~~~lrcl. which mediates the wrath of God. In Romans 8:1, the 
thought is that "in Christ" we are "out of condemnation to doom," 
ttour-from-under the wrath of God." Bultmann equates "wrath" and 
ttthe verdict of condemnation.,,114 
Freedom from wrath, then, is for Paul one of the Christian's 
11~Arndt and Gingrioh, Ope cit., p. 41~. 
114Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, I, 288. 
freedoms. Commenting on Romans 5:1, Nygren says "that it means 
freedom from the wrath of God is the first thing Paul affirms 
when he takes up the description of the life into which we enter 
through Christ.,,115 The Itpeace with God" there spoken of is not 
only the subjective feeling of peacefulness, which the Christian 
also may have, but "for Paul the accent manifestly falls on the 
objective side, on the fact that Christ has taken away the wrath 
of God. To live in Christ is to be free from the wrath of God.,,116 
Baird, who follows Nygren closely, also discusses freedom from 
wrath as one of the qualities of the Christian life. 117 
Christians are free from wrath by virtue of the fact that 
they are free from the Law. "The law brings wrath," says Paul. 118 
Wherever the Law is in effect, there is necessarily condemnation 
/ :I / ) . ".
and wrath ( ~ and ~Y'1 ,because "no human be~ng w~ll 
be justified in his sight by works of law.,,119 
Even as the wrath of God is already revealed at work 
against all ungodliness and wickedness of men,120 but is awaiting 
an eschatological consummation,121 so the Christian's freedom from 
115N "tygren, op. C1. ., p. 191. 
116Ibid , p. 193. 
117Baird, Ope cit., p. 153. 
118Rom. 4:15. 
119Rom • 3:20. 
120Rom • 1:18-32. 
121Rom • 2:5· 
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wrath is something which he both already posesses and something to 
which he looks forward. Paul declares that the believer is already 
free from wrath: "There is now [~1 no condemnation to those who 
are in Christ Jesus."122 Yet, since "the last word as to God's wrath 
12 3 ~/has not yet been uttered," Paul can speak of the future f1'XJ3'0V 
and say that "we shall be saved by him from the wrath of God,,,124 
1I125and describe Jesus as he who "delivers us from the wrath to come. 
Freedom from wrath, like the Christian's freedom in general, 
is a freedom "in tension," both truly present and awaiting a future 
consummation. In discussing this tension, Baird says: 
This life of victory and freedom ••• is limited by the 
present situation of man. Although the new life has come, 
it is not yet consummated. Although the Christian is free 
from wrath, the eschatological judgment, the "day of wrath" 
(Rom. 2:5), is yet to come•••• Thus the end has come, 
but not yet fully come; Christ has come, bringing an end 
to the old age, yet he is still to come to bring about the 
consummation of the new. 126 
Knox also notes the present-yet-future nature of Paul's 
teaching about the new life in Christ. In the first paragraph of 
his very excellent chapter on "The Life in Christ," Knox says: 
This new life made itself known to him as forgiveness
 
and emancipation, as pardon from the guilt of sin and
 
release from its power, or, to use Paul's words, as
 
"justification" (with which "reconciliation" is closely
 
connected) and "redemption." ••• The meaning of
 
neither the one nor the other of these two elements in
 
122Rom • 8: L 
123Nygren, Ope cit., p. 202. 
124Rom. 5:9. 
1251 Th. 1:10. 
126Baird, Ope cit., p. 154. 
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the new life, it must always be remembered, could be 
fully known within the present age. Both were primar­
ily and essentially eschatological realities, as was the 
new life itself. But just as agape and the Spirit had been 
truly, even if only partially, given, so forgiveness and 
deliverance from the power of sin had been truly, even if 
only partially, received. 127 
Further in the same chapter he says: 
This redemption or deliverance • • • is an aspect 
of life within the kingdom of God; it is therefore essen­
tially eschatological and cannot be received in this 
life. But, as we have also seen, a real foretaste of the 
life of the world to come has been given us in the Spirit, 
and thus we have actually received an advance installment 
of our inheritance of freedom •••128 
The Christian's freedom from wrath (and all else that 
freedom means in Paul: freedom from Sin, Law, Death, and the 
Cosmic Powers) not only looks forward to a future consummation, 
it looks backward to its basis in the salvation-occurrence, 
the death and resurrection of Christ. Paul does not base his 
doctrine of freedom on his understanding of man or his doctrine 
of God, in the abstract, but on an event whioh he is certain 
has happened. This salvation-event, as Bultmann points out, 
strictly speaking includes also the incarnation, as well as the 
crucifixion and resurrection, Itfor he who gave himself up to die 
is none other than the pre-existent Son of God. 1t129 But for 
Paul the resurrection of Christ is the mightiest of the mighty 
127Knox , Chapters in a Life of St. Paul, p. 141. 
128Ibid, p. 156. 
129Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, I, 293. 
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acts of God, the final viotory which set the captives free. 
On this, that God raised Jesus from the dead, 
everything else depends. It is the conviction that 
Jesus lives which accounts for Paul's break with the 
past and starts the experience and reflection which 
resulted in his idea of deliverance.l;O 
Christ's resurrection, or rather, as Paul would have said, the 
fact that God raised Christ from the dead, not only delivers the 
believer from death, but from all those Powers to which he had 
formerly been subject. Paul found his doctrine of freedom not 
at the end of a syllogism nor as an implication of his philosophy, 
but in the decisive act of the living God in history. 
Freedom from Sin 
The locus classicus for studying Paul's teaching about 
freedom from Sin is the sixth chapter of Romans. In order to 
understand this chapter and its key idea, freedom from Sin, one 
must understand the Pauline idea of the nature of the tyrant, Sin, 
from which the man in Christ is set free. 
Sin is for Paul at least a semi-personal Power which (or 
who) holds all mankind in slavery until they are freed by Christ. 
Although wrath was to Paul the wrath of a personal God, and not 
merely an impersonal power-of-justice at work in the world, Paul 
did not conceive wrath itself to be a personal being which held 
man in bondage. Wrath was for Paul the doom of the man who stands 
/ 
under GOd's eschatological K~T~~pc~ which is already making 
l;OFrame, loco cit., p. 2. 
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itself felt in this age. But this is not the case with the re­
maining Powers from which man is set free by Christ. Sin and 
Death, as well as the Cosmic Powers, are more than abstract prin­
ciples for Paul. They are beings who have a malicious evil will 
of their own, holding mankind in their clutches until Christ the 
Deliverer comes to set man free. Even the Law, which Paul to the 
end holds is "holy, just, and good,,,131 is somehow associated with 
the evil elemental spirits of the universe, and, if not itself one 
of them, is at least their tool. 132 Perhaps Sin, Law, and Death 
are all to be subsumed under the one general category of Cosmic 
Powers. This possibility will be discussed in a later section. 
This much is certain: Sin for Paul was more than a wrong 
act, more than sins. The tyrant Sin who "reigns in your mortal 
bodies, .. 133 who "has dominion over yoU,,,134 who uses the good Law 
to work death,135 is more than the sum total of the evil acts of 
a person. In Paul's understanding, there are sins (plural) because 
there is Sin (singular). Martin Dibelius describes the Pauline 
concept of Sin in these words: 
Of sins in the plural, sinful ac~s committed, he 
speaks only when he quotes the Old Testament or the 
tradition of the churches or conforms to their language; 
but within the framework of his theological thought he 
speaks of sin in the singular, and sometimes it sounds 
131Rom. 7: 12.
 
132Gal • 4:3-9; Col. 2:14-15, 20.
 
l"Rom. 6:12.
 
134
Rom • 6:14. 
135Rom • 7:13. 
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as if it were a living being, a tyrant dominating the
 
human race (Rom. 5:12-21) or a demog manifesting itself
 
in the human heart (Rom. 7:7-25).13
 
The man who lives under the domination of Sin deludes him­
self by thinking that he is free, that he sins because he chooses 
to sin, and that if he wanted to do so, he could choose to sin in 
one moment and to do good in another. It is only when man resists 
sin, tries to do only the good, that he discovers the wretchedness 
of his own condition as a slave, "sold under Sin. n137 This is true 
however the struggle described in Romans seven be interpreted. 
Paul's is no moralistic theory of sin, in which sin is simply the 
moral missteps that a man may stop if he has a mind to. Stewart 
says that for Paul, "Sin was not something a man did: it was some­
thing that took posession of him ••• it brought the will into 
138
abject slavery." 
Paul is thus rightly called a believer in original sin. 
But this does not mean that he denies all human responsibility 
for the fact of sin. Commenting on Romans 5:12, Hunter says: 
Paul does not say (as many of the doctors of the Church 
from Augustine on supposed him to say) "in whom all sinned," 
as though all men sinned implicitly in Adam's sin and were 
punished for his disobedience. He does not speak of Adam's 
descendants inheriting a debt of sinfulness from Adam. His 
view is rather that sin is the responsible act of every man, 
but that when he sins, as he does, he comes under the power 
of sin and death which Adam's act let loose in the world and 
from which, save through Christ, no man may escape. 139 
l3~artin Dibelius, Paul, translated by Frank Clarke 
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1953), p. 111. 
l37Rom• 7:14. 
l38Stewart, op. cit., pp. 106-107. 
l39Hunter, The Epistle to the Romans, p. 590 
Man has a responsibility for his own sin. But that is not the last 
word. Adam's primeval act let loose in this world a Power, Sin, 
and man's release from this Power comes not by his own good resolu­
tions but by the act of the Second Adam, the mighty act of God in 
Jesus Christ. 
The death that Christ died was somehow "to Sin.,,14-0 Dodd's 
remarks on this verse, reproduced below, are worthy of careful study. 
The sense of these words, which is not here developed, 
must be understood from other passages in which Paul speaks 
of the life and death of Jesus in relation to the condition 
of the world. Mankind, as we have seen, was bound in the 
servitude of Sin, established in the "flesh." Thus the 
natural, flesh-and-blood life of man was the territory, so 
to speak, of Sin, and all dwellers on that territory Sin 
claimed as his own. (This personification is implicit in 
the language of our passage.) Christ, by His incarnation, 
became a denizen of "the flesh." Sin put in his claim. 
In other words, Jesus was tempted to sin, as we are all 
tempted, in such forms as Sin might take for one in His 
situation. But instead of yielding, and acknowledging 
Sin's dominion, as we all do, he rendered a perfect 
obedience to God -- the makeweight to Adam's disobedience 
(v.19) -- and stooped in his obedience even to die (Phil. 
ii.8). Jesus, in plain terms, died rather than sin; and 
so his death, instead of being a sign of the victory of 
Sin over man's true nature, was a sign of the complete rout 
of sin in a deoisive engagement. 14-1 
Christ's death was the mighty defeat of Sin in its own territory, 
and Sin was condemned Itin the flesh.,,14-2 
The believer in Christ is set free from Sin because he 
himself participates in the salvation-event wrought by Jesus Christ. 
14-oRom• 6s10. 
14-1C•H• Dodd, The Epistle of Paul to the Romans, Fontana 
B~oks Edition (Londons Collins, 1959), pp. 109-110. 
14-2Rom. 8s;. 
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This partioipation in the death and resurreotion of Christ oomes by 
baptism. It should go without saying that Paul has no magioal, ~ 
opere operato understanding of baptism. However, Bultmann says 
that Paul did not "oompletely free himself of the mystery-oonoeption 
of saorament as having a magioal effeot; for he leaves vioarious 
baptism, whioh rests upon suoh a oonoeption, at least unoontested 
(I Cor. 15:29) •••,,143 But if Paul's remark to the Corinthians 
about baptism for the dead be taken as simply an ad hominem re­
buttal, implying no approval of the praotioe on Paul's part, one 
oannot find any plaoe in Paul's writings a magioal idea of the 
saoraments. Paul's idea is not that "Baptism does something 
objeotively to the person," but rather that "In baptism God does 
something objeotively to the person. 1t The differenoe between these 
two ideas is the differenoe between magio and saorament. I think 
Paul would have agreed \dth the statement of Karl Barth: "The potenoy 
of baptism depends upon Christ who is the ohief aotor in it. It 
has no independent potenoy in itself.,,144 
When this truth has been emphasized to its fullest, that 
Paul has no magioal dootrine of baptism, we must be on guard 
against going to the opposite extreme and making Paul an exponent 
of the ultra-Protestant view whioh regards the saoraments as mere 
aoted parables of spiritual truths whose value is purely subjeotive. 
143Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, I, 312. 
144Karl Barth, The Teaohing of the Churoh Regarding Baptism, 
translated by E.A. Payne (London: SCM Press, 1948), p. 19. 
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On the contrary, as Hunter says, 
The "realism" of Paul's language about baptism in Romans 
six shows, in my jUdgment, that he thought of the rite 
in the same way as the Old Testament prophets thought 
of their symbolic actions. By the action the prophet 
conceived of himself as entering into the divine purpose 
and helping it forward. The act was an arrabon of the 
total reality as yet incomplete: no bare symbol but an 
"effective sign" which, by the working ~~ God's S.piri t, 
could help to convey what it signified. 5 
That according to Paul the believer is made free as a 
result of being brought by baptism into an aotual participation 
in the once-for-all event of Jesus' death and resurrection is 
a point upon which several leading modern interpreters of Paul 
are agreed, as indicated in the following quotations. 
Barth, in a tremendous paragraph, says: 
What baptism portrays, according to the basic passage in 
Romans 6:1ff, is a supremely critical happening -- a real 
event whose light and shade fall upon the candidate in the 
course of his baptism. This happening is his participation 
in the death and resurrection of Jesus Christl that is, the 
fact that at a particular time and place, in the year A.D. 
30 outside Jerusalem on the cross at Golgotha, not Jesus 
Christ alone, but with him this particular individual died 
eternally, and that, in the garden of Joseph of Arimathea, 
not Jesus Christ alone, but with Him also this particular 
individual rose from the dead for evermore.146 
Oscar Cullmann, whose study of baptism was admittedly 
published as a reply to Barth's little book and disagrees with its 
main thesis, could not be more in agreement with Barth on this 
point. Commenting on Romans six, Cullmann says "this means that 
145Hunter, Interpreting Paul's Gospel, p. 104. 
146Barth, Ope cit., p. 11. 
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our individual participation in the death and resurrection of Christ 
results from baptism. n147 
Alan Richardson concurs, affirming that "what Christ has 
done for all humanity on Calvary is appropriated by each individual 
Christian in his baptism.,,148 
Bultmann likewise says,
 
" •• the meaning of these rites is simply that it is
0 
precisely through them that the once-for-all salvation
 
occurrence in Christ's death and resurrection is made
 
present and actual for the indivi~ual so that it may be
 
personally appropriated by him."1 9
 
And Nygren expresses the same thought by saying, "The central 
thought for Paul, when he speaks of baptism, is thus the partioipa­
tion of the baptized in the death and resurrection of Christ.,,150 
Paul's argument in this key chapter, then, is this: 
Baptism really unites those who believe to Christ's death and 
resurrection. Since Christ's death was a dying out from under Sin's 
power, so we, who died with Him, have been made free from the domin­
ion of Sin. This much is in the indicative. It declares a fact of 
the believer's past history -- he has been made free from the tyrant 
1470scar Cullmann, Baptism in the New Testament (Studies in 
Biblical Theology No.1; Naperville, Ill.s Alec R. Allenson, Inc., 
1950), p. 13. 
148Alan Richardson, An Introduction to the Theology of the 
New Testament (London: SCM Press, 1958), p. 341. 
149Rudolf Bultmann, "Jesus and Paul," Existence and Faith, 
translated with an introduction by Shubert Ogden (New Yorks Meridian 
Books, Ino., 1960), p. 200. 
150Nygren, Ope oit., p. 236. 
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Sin. But on this indicative there rests an imperative, which is 
set forth in the latter half of the chapter. Since the Christian 
is free from Sin, he must fight against it. The Christian's freedom 
from Sin, though real, is, in Bultmann's fine phrase, a "struggling 
, 151freedom." 
The Christian man is truly free from Sin. Since this free­
dom is not man's attainment, not conditioned by or dependent upon 
') / 
the strength of man, but is based upon the ~rr~~ act of God, 
Paul is able to speak of freedom from Sin in categorical, unlim­
ited terms. But freedom from Sin does not mean sinlessness for 
Paul, and it is a mistake to say, as Deissmann does, that Paul's 
theory outruns what he is willing to accept in practice. Deiss­
mann says: 
As a new creature Paul the Christian is also free 
from sin--~, is he also sinless, incapable of sinning? 
In theory certainly Paul might subscribe to the statement 
that the Christian does not sin. But the awful experiences 
of praotice would give him cause to doubt. 152 
It is true that side by side in Paul's writings there 
stand both the declaration that the Christian man is free from 
Sin and the exhortation to struggle against it. But this does 
not mean that Paul resorts to hortatory subjunctives when his 
indicatives fall through. Rather, both his indicatives and his 
exhortations are valid: the Christian can struggle against Sin 
because, precisely because, he is freed from its dominion. 153 
151Bul tmann, Kerygma and Myth, p. 40. 
152Deissmann, "Where Paul's Theology Begins," Contemporary 
Thinking about Paul, p. 250. 
153Nygren labors this point, Ope cit., pp. 239-246. 
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Paul asserts that the Christian is free from Sin, not that he is 
sinless. Neither in theory nor in fact did Paul suppose that the 
"saints" of Galatia or Corinth were morally perfect. Nevertheless, 
as Hunter says: 
[The Christian] has entered a new world, the world of grace, 
and is potentially a new man, even if many bits of the "old 
man still cling to him (as Brunner says somewhere) like bits 
of egg-shell to the young chick." If he is not sinless, the 
power of the old master, Sin, has been broken; he has ac­
quired a new master, Christ, and is now summoned, with the 
help of the Holy Spirit, to fight the good fight against the 
world, the flesh, and the devil. 154 
That Paul preached an unequivocal freedom from Sin is 
obvious from the radical way in which he was misunderstood. 
Twice in Romans six he combats an imaginary objector who voices 
protests which he had often heard in real life: "Are we to con­
tinue in sin that grace may abound?"155 "Are we to sin because 
we are not under law but under grace? 1I 156 On this point Millar 
Burrows says: 
There was a danger of misinterpretation which evidently 
had to be met at once. If one need not obey the law of God 
to be accepted as righteous, why not just go on sinning and 
rely on God's merciful forgiveness? With exasperation Paul 
replies that the very question evinces a complete misunder­
standing of the whole matter. The Christian does not desire 
freedom to sin; what he has been craving is freedom from 
sin. Salvation involves not merely exemption from the 
consequences of sin but deliverance from slavery to the power 
of sin itself. 151 
154Hunter, Interpreting Paul's Gospel, p. 95. 
155Rom• 6:1­
156Rom. 6: 15. 
151Millar Burrows, An Outline of Biblical Theology 
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1946), p. 184. 
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Being freed from Sin means for Paul being freed for some­
thing. The Christian is free from Sin to serve righteousness. 
Paul describes this in Romans six in terms of a slave changing 
masters. But he immediately realizes that this is a poor analogy, 
and says with little tact that he uses it because of his readers' 
"natural limitations.,,158 The fact is, for Paul the Christian life 
is not any kind of slavery, even slavery to righteousness, but the 
very opposite of slavery. It is only with this awareness of his 
freedom in Christ that Paul tenderly calls himself repeatedly 
Christ's SooAo) . Being the slave of Christ, he is free in re­
spect to all else. But even this "slavery" is perfect freedom, 
and though Paul in Romans six describes conversion as going from 
one slavery to another, he apologizes for this metaphor as if to 
say that what he really means is that conversion is going from 
slavery to sonship, from slavery to friendship. Paul probably 
influenced, and certainly would have agreed with, the words as­
cribed to Jesus in the Gospel of John: "No longer do I call you 
servants [.£o~).ou.s have called you friends.,,159J... but I 
Freedom from Law 
"It took a Pharisee to see all that Christ's action im­
plied."l60 With these words Dodd indicates that Paul'S personal 
l58Rom • 6:19. 
159John 15:15. 
160Dodd , The Meaning of Paul for TodaY, p. 127. 
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experience is one reason why the Christian's relation to the Law 
was such an issue for him, and why he has so much to say about it. 
Schoeps suggests that Paul before his conversion was one of those 
numerous Jewish missionaries referred to in the Gospels,161 and 
he is undoubtedly right in saying that "after Damascus the question 
of the validity of the law ••• became alive for him in a way 
which it did not for the Jerusalem apostles.,,162 Whether the 
struggle described in Romans seven be understood as a pre conversion 
. 163 t . . 164 th 1· ht f exper~ence, a pos convers~on exper~ence, or e p ~g 0 
any sensitive religious person who takes a legal attitude toward 
religion based on the feelings of his own conscience,165 the poign­
ancy of Paul's words in this chapter show that he had personally 
struggled long and hard with the question of the meaning of the 
Law for the Christian man. 
Another reason for Paul's emphasis on freedom from the Law, 
an emphasis which is almost a preoccupation, is his contest with 
the Judaizers •. Had it not been for their attempts to reintroduce 
legalism into the Christian community, perhaps Paul would never 
have dealt with the question of the Law at such length in his 
epistles. "The problem of the Law ••• occupies a large amount 
of space in the letters owing to Paul's polemical position with 
regard to the Judaizers.,,166 This was the question which gave Paul 
161Schoeps, op. cit., p. 168.
 
162Ibid •
 
163Brunner, Stewart, Hunter, Denney, Dodd, Scott.
 
164Luther, Barth, Nygren, Knox.
 
165Bultmann, Kummel, Deissmann. 
166Deissmann, "Where Paul's Theology Begins," Contemporary 
Thinking about Paul, p. 250. 
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the most diffioulty with his opponents, and whioh caused much of 
the opposition which led to his arrest, imprisonment, and death, 
and which probably caused him the most personal anguish: how had 
the event of the coming of the Messiah affected the Law, which he 
had served so long and so wel11 
The answer which Paul gives is clear: Christ is the end 
of the Law for everyone who believes;161 the Christian is free 
from the Law. 168 The Christian is delivered from the Law both 
as a means of justification and as an ethical norm for the Chris­
tian life. But when this has been clearly said, it must also be 
said that Paul's attitude toward the Law itself is not so clear. 
There are, in fact, two attitudes toward the Law which Paul takes, 
even after his conversion, and I have not been able to harmonize 
them. "The Law is holy, and bears with it death.,,169 This state­
ment of Jacques Maritain's captures Paul's paradoxical feeling 
toward the Law after his conversion. 
On the one hand, Paul continued to hold the Law in the 
highest respect. His Jewish brethren almost worshipped the 
Torah. Post-Captivity JUdaism had personified the Law as the 
well-beloved daughter of God, "begotten before the world began; 
Jahweh was said to devote his liesure hours to its study, to 
161Rom. 10:4.
 
168
Rom. 1:6; Gal. 4:4, 5:18. 
l69Jaques Maritain, The Livin~ Thoughts of St. Paul (New 
York: Longmans, Greene, and Co., 1942 , p. 10. 
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observe it himself and to read aloud from it on the Sabbath.,,170 
When Paul addresses his Jewish brethren with a tinge of sarcasm, 
saying that they are sure that they have in the Law "the embodi­
ment of knowledge and truth,,,17l he was not wholly free from this 
conviction himself. He had drunk deep at this spring of Jewish 
piety, and argued like a rabbi to the end. After his conversion 
he continues to regard the Old Testament as verbally inspired as 
a whole, and the final court of appeal. 172 He bases a crucial 
/ 
argument on the fact that the word ~ is singular and not 
plural in Genesis 12:7, though under different circumstances he 
himself interprets this as a collective noun with a plural meaning. 173 
The use of allegorical interpretation enables Paul to quote the 
Old Testament with authority to support his Christian doctrines. 
Paul speaks of the Law as "the law of GOd,,174 and says that it is 
"holy and just and gOOd,,175 as well as "spiritual.,,176 Paul cer­
tainly was speaking of the Law in a favorable sense when he spoke 
of the Christian ethic of love as being a fulfillment of the Law. 177 
l70Charles Guignebert, "The Law. The Scribes. The Syna­
gogue," Contemporary Thinking about Paul, p. 65. 
l71Rom. 2:20. 
l12Rom. 1:17, 3:10, 4:7, 4:17, 9:13; I Cor. 1:9. 
l73Gal • 3:16; cf. Rom. 4:18, 9:8. 
174Rom. 7:22, 25. 
l75Rom.7:l2. 
176Rom. 7: 14.
 
l77Rom • 13:10.
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Alongside these positive assertions about the Law lie 
depreciations of the most violent sort. The Law is powerless to 
save. 
178 The Law actually promotes sin. 179 The Law was a temp­
oraryexpedient. 180 The Law is represented as appearing upon the 
human scene by "slipping in,,181 in some illegitimate manner as 
through a side door. In Galatians 3:19 Paul uses a Jewish trad­
ition that the Law had been given through the mediation of angels, 
and not directly from God to Moses, to point out the subordinate 
nature of the Law, since angels are obviously subordinate to God. 
Commenting on this passage, Weiss sayss 
Here one may assume that it is at most only semi-divine, 
and in fact posesses a demoniacal character. And this 
seems to be the Apostle's actual meaning when in Gal. 4:3, 9 
he designates both the bondage of the Jews under the Law and 
that of the heathen under their so-called "gods" (which are 
really demons, I Cor. 10:20) as one and the same condition, 
namely servitude to the "elements of the world." ••• 
He wishes in this way to place the Law, as belonging to this 
world, on the same level as matter, closely bound up with 
the flesh. • • • Indeed he almost seems to place the Law 
in opposition to God. 182 
Albert Schweitzer also interprets Paul's words in Galatians 4:3-9 
to mean that when Christians return to serve the Law, "instead of 
serving solely the one God, they once more (though in another form) 
submit themselves to the World-Elements, now rendered powerless by 
Christ, observing the 'days, months, seasons, and years' which 
178Rom • 7:14; 8:3.
 
179Rom • 7:7-1l.
 
180Gal • 3:17-24.
 
181Rom • 5:20. The word is -rr;.ptci"i),,¥iE:" Cf. Gal. 2:4,
 
where it is translated "slipped in." 
182Weiss, Ope cit., II, 548. 
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belong to their servioe.,,183 Law is placed in association with 
the t'elemental spirits" by Paul also in Colossians 2: 14-15 and 
20-22. 
The two attitudes of Paul toward the Law seem to me to 
be contradictory. If Paul makes any attempt to reconcile them 
in his letters, it would be in Romans 7:7-14, where he portrays 
the (good) Law being taken by the evil Power, Sin, which uses it 
as a tool of destruotion. But in the last analysis it is not 
clear to me whether Paul oonsiders the Law to be a good entity in 
itself or not. It is olear that whether the Law is considered by 
Paul to be good or evil in itself, as it affects mankind the Law 
is in fact an evil from which man needs to be redeemed. "The law 
brings wrath,,,184 and wherever Law is in effect, man is doomed. 
But Christ has appeared upon the scene, like an ancient 
Hebrew next-of-kin, to redeem us from the slavery of the Law. 185 
Just as a widow is no longer under any legal obligation to her 
dead husband, the Christian has, by a death, been released from 
186the Law. 
The Law is for the Christian no longer in any sense a 
means of justification. Several times I have seen the couplet 
from Anderson Scott quoted approvingly: "Paul, as a Jew, had 
183Sohweitzer, Ope cit., p. 70.
 
184Rom • 4:15.
 
185Gal. 4:4.
 
186Rom • 7:1-6.
 
I 
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thought that men should keep the Law in order that they might be 
saved. As a Christian he saw that men must be saved in order that 
they might keep the Law.,,187 I do not think Paul would approve. 
Man is not able to keep the Law, saved or unsaved. True, Paul says 
that the btKr/{evlArA of the Law is fulfilled in those who are !tin 
I 
Christ," but this certainly does not mean that the Christian, now 
that he is "in Christ,n will be able to keep the Law, though he 
could not do it before. Rather, it speaks of the requirement of 
the Law as having been met in our behalf by Christ. The Christian's 
justification, Paul repeatedly says in Romans,189 is VWQ~~ VOp00 ,( I 
!!apart from the Law," that is, on another basis than that of law. 
think Nygren catches the meaning of Paul when he saySl 
A Christian is free from the law principally in the 
sense that he has been justified entirely without the 
cooperation of the law. • • • Can one not say that the 
ability, which man lacks by nature, is given him through 
faith? Can one not say that Christ gives him the power 
to keep the law, so that he can really stand before God 
as righteous in this way? To speak in such a way about 
the Christian's ability to fulfill the law, and thus to 
stand as righteous before God is nothing less than again 
to bring in the law, by a back door, as a way of salvation • 
• • • The Gospel is not just a means for the establishment 
of the righteousness of the law; but the Gospel of Christ 
is the very righteousness of God. To be "in Christ" is full 
and complete righteousness; that is to be justified apart 
from the law. That is to be "free from the law'! without 
reservation. 190 
8:4. 
Andrews, The Meaning of 
p. 61, and Stewart, Ope 
187El , ~as 
Abingdon, 1949), 
188Rom. 
Christ for Paul 
cit., p. 109. 
(Nashville: 
189Rom • 3:21, 28; 416; 718, 9. 
190Nygren, OPe cit., p. 302. 
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The Christian man is also free from the Law in the sense 
that the Law is not to be taken as his standard of conduct. The 
pseudo-theological distinction that is sometimes made between 
ceremonial law and moral law, and the assertion that Paul broke 
with the former but not with the latter, entirely misses the point 
of Paul's declaration of independence from all legal religion. 
D.	 M. Ross is muoh more true to Paul's meaning when he sayss 
The Law is not the standard for the moral life. To 
claim Paul's authority for freedom from the ceremonial 
law, and at the same time to invoke his authority for the 
continuance of the legal conceptions of Judaism in the 
ethical sphere, is to distort his whole teaching about 
the Law, and to distort it with unhappy consequences for 
Christian theology as well as for ethics.19l 
As a matter of fact, Paul knows that the Law must be removed before 
any real ethics can begin, and "it is his zeal for ethical interests 
which stirs Paul to his extraordinary impatience with the Law. lIl92 
Freedom from the Law in the ethical sense thus means that 
man's ethical life is not imposed upon him from the outside by a 
list of rules to which he must conform, but proceeds from his own 
free decision made in Christian faith in the context of the Christian 
community, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit. 
The Christian is absolutely free from the Law, in both its 
ceremonial and moral aspects. But Marcion and all like him are 
wrong to conclude that we must then do away with the Old Testament. 
As noted earlier, after his conversion Paul continued to regard the 
l19 D •M•	 Ross, The Faith of St. Paul (London: Clarke, 1923), 
p. 131. 
192Ibid. 
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Old Testament very highly. B. Harvie Bransoomb points out in this 
connection that though Paul declared the Law was no longer binding 
as law, neither ceremonially nor morally, still the Law is valid 
as "expressing certain underlying ethical princiPles.,,193 Probably 
Bultmann is correct is saying that Paul believed the Christian man 
had "in faith itself an unconsciously-working principle of criticism 
provided,,194 to ascertain what is for him the will of God in the 
Law. Just as the Christian is truly free from Sin, but not to go 
on sinning, so the Christian is truly free from the Law, but not to 
break the Law. Rather, "The Christian is not under the Law because 
he is above it,,,195 as Burrows succinctly expresses Paul's meaning. 
Freedom from Death 
Freedom from wrath, Sin, and the Law is also freedom from 
Death, for Death is inseparably related to them all. The only 
place where Paul explicitly says that the Christian is free from 
Death is in its relation to wrath, Sin, and Law. 196 It is never­
theless clear that Paul places Death among those Powers from which 
the believer is set free. Death "reigned,,191 and "has dominion,,198 
like the other tyrants which had enslaved mankind before the advent 
of Christ. Death stands among those defeated Powers which can never 
193B• Harvie Branscomb, "Jesus' Attitude toward the Torah," 
Contemporary Thinking about Paul, p. 80. 
194Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, I, 261. 
195Burrows, Ope cit., p. 186. 
196Rom. 8:1-2. 
191Rom. 5:14. 
198Rom. 6:9. 
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separate us from the love of Christ. 199 Death is then for Paul 
more than the natural incident at the chronological close of a 
man's life, but is rather lithe already present nothingness of a 
life estranged from GOd,11 200 a Power standing over against man's 
life every moment and limiting it. 
Because he is united by baptism to the death and resurrec­
tion of Christ, the Christian is free from the tyrant Death, and 
is exhorted by Paul to yield himself to God "as men who have been 
brought from death to life. n201 
Like the freedom of the Christian man in general, the 
Christian's freedom from Death is not a result of his moral attain­
ment or his philosophy, but is the gift of God through Jesus Christ. 
Thus Paul thinks of the Christian's freedom from Death altogether 
in terms of resurrection rather than of immortality. To be sure, 
> I
Paul uses the words for immortality, ~ (incorruption) and 
) I ~gdV~~'~ (deathlessness), but never in the Greek sense of a power 
infused into the soul by means of which after death the soul is re­
leased from the prison of the body and soars into the sphere of di­
vine blessedness. Rather, immortality is that which this mortal 
puts on at the Parousia, and is equated with the resurrection of 
the bOdy.202 Paul's thought about freedom from Death begins and 
199Rom • 8:38. 
200Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, II, 158. 
201Rom. 6:13. 
202 I Cor. 15:51-54. 
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ends in the concept of resurrection: it begins with the resurrec­
tion of Christ, and ends with the resurrection of the believers. 
Again, freedom from Death partakes of the same present-
future tension as the Christian's freedom in general. The believer 
is already free from Death by sharing the "newness of life" of the 
20
resurrected Christ. ; But this freedom is fully manifested only 
at the End, when Death, the last enemy, is destroyed, and the dead 
. d 204­are ra~se • 
Freedom from Cosmic Powers 
Any study of Paul's thought must consider what Hunter 
calls the "dimension of the Demonic,, 205 in Paul's thinking. A 
part of the general world view Paul shared with his contemporaries 
was a belief in angels, demons, and various supernatural powers. 
These demons are of a much higher order than the demons of the 
Gospels which only cause sickness in individual men. The demons 
of which Paul speaks are cosmic, metaphysical beings who, until 
their defeat by Christ, held the destiny of all the earth in their 
grasp. 
I think it is true to Paul's thought to say that "Cosmic 
Powers" is a general category under which Sin and Death, and even 
Law in some sense may be subsumed, but not wrath. The wrath from 
20;Rom. 6:4. 
204I Cor. 15:23-21. 
205Hunter, Interpreting Paul's Gospel, p. 14. 
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which man is freed by Christ is not thought of by Paul as a demonic 
being, but as the wrath of a personal God. Law was not considered 
by him to be one of the demons per se, but as their more-or-less 
willing tool. But Sin and Death are apparently thought by him to 
belong to that host of cosmic spirits whose evil will is dirQoted 
against man and God. Cadbury, in discussing "cosmic conflict" as 
one of the "concurrent phases" of Paul's religion, says: 
Like his contemporaries, Paul believed that the world 
was in control of invisible, supernatural, personal powers. 
These were of two kinds, good and evil, God and his angels, 
Satan and his devils. They were in constant conflict, and 
the fate of the world, of mankind, and of the individual 
rests upon the progress of the battle between them. Here­
tofore, thought Paul, the powers of evil had prevailed. God 
had been beaten by Satan when Adam and Eve sinned, and since 
that time Sin and Death have reigned in the world. By Sin 
and Death in this passage Paul does not mean sin and death 
as facts of human experience as we may mean them. He uses 
these words sometimes in that way, but he also uses them as 
the names of two principle hostile spirits in the great 
battle between God and Satan. They are as much persons as 
God and Satan and should be spelled with capitals. They 
reign over all mankind. All men are held prisoners by Sin. 
All men are enslaved by Death. The present evil age belongs 
to the powers of darkness, which are spoken of as "the rulers 
of this age. 1l206 
Paul uses a variety of terms in referring to these Cosmic 
Powers, 80 apparently Sin and Death are only two of a multitude. 
The following words are all used by PaUl, apparently in reference 
,1 ~ 201to the same group of cosmic beings: "angels," «'Y,/f. ( ; 
I'demons," b4't"~\I(v. ;208 "principalities," ~rxq..( ;209 
206Cadbury, loco cit., p. 258. 
201Rom. 8:38; I Cor. 6:3, 11:10; Col. 2:18. 
208I Cor. 10:20, 21. 
209Rom. 8:38; I Cor. 15:24; Eph. 1:21, 3:10, 6:12; Col. 1:16. 
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> / 210 c /
"authori tie s," e~Q(') ([(0< , ; "powers," OUV0 ~ft5 ; 211 "domin­, 
/ 212 ~ I' 213ions," t<u (2/or "1 Tl:.~ " throne s ,lipQ va ( ; and "elemen­
- 214 /.1 ' tal spirits," tTro cX{c<b. Perhaps the "gods," &IE eZ(. , and 
"lords,·' tf~Q(OC of I Corinthians 8:4-6 also belong in this list,
I 
since Paul regards the gods of the pagans as demons. 215 Certainly 
/
the phrases "world rulers of this present darkness," /Sag- rOKPsbT0(2'S 
TO;] q-fl;.6rOtJ s Tourou ,216 "spiritual hosts of wickedness 
\ \.... / > ­
in the heavenly places,11 TeA Tl"Vi.Ur~T'~o.. T1S lfO"1ptalS ~I/ TOC~ 
> " 217 " - ) ­t,1TQ VPst.y (OC 5' and "rulers of this age," Q{(Jxov:n.) "Iov <tHwl{0S 
,,218 . . " 219 
TQuTOU belong to group. U'f..vpd. t andth~s "He~ght," 
o.{Q...... 220 .
"depth," ~' are also related astrological terms, referr~ng 
to the highest point a star reaches and the abyss from which it 
221 )1 222 "223rises. "Age,·' rl\Cw\l t and "world,&' !(Oq-"ro~, although 
2101 Cor. 15:24; Eph. 1:21, 3:10, 6:12; Col. 1:16, 2:15. 
211Rom • 8:38; I Cor. 15:24; Eph. 1:21, 3:10, 6:12; Col. 2:15. 
212Eph. 1:21; Col. 1:16 
213Col. 1: 16. 
214Gal. 4:3, 9; Col. 2:8, 20. 
215 I Cor. 10:20. 
216Eph. 6: 12. 
2171bid. 
2181 Cor. 2:6, 8. 
219Ro. 8:38. 
2201bid• 
221Hunter, Epistle to the Romans, p. 87. 
222Gal. 1:4. 
2231 Cor. 4:9, 6:2, Eph. 2:2, 12. Cf. Deissmann, Paul, p. 299. 
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having other meanings in Paul, sometimes seem to be used as sum­
maries of this astral host of wicked spirits, for it is only in 
this world and in this age that the Cosmic Powers hold sway. 
It is difficult to say to just what extent Paul used these 
terms in a metaphorical sense. When Paul describes the process by 
which the Christian is freed from these Powers, he undoubtedly 
uses metaphors, as noted in an earlier discussion in this thesis. 
But that the powers themselves were only figures of speech for 
Paul is hardly likely. Paul accepted the apocalyptic viewpoint of 
his day, and it is highly likely that he adopted its demonology 
also. These cosmio beings were real, terrifingly real, for Paul 
and his contemporaries. Andrews quotes from E. Bevan's Hellenism 
and Christianity a passage which captures the mood of a world 
which had lost faith in its gods and felt itself in the clutches 
of hostile cosmic spirits: 
We have never been thoroughly frightened; the ancient 
world was frightened; there is the great difference. The 
possibility that the Unknown contains Powers deliberately 
hostile to him is one the ordinary modern man can hardly 
entertain even in imagination ••• and until the Unknown 
has been realized as something terrible, till we have had 
the feeling of helplessness and ignorance in the face of 
an immense Universe, the feeling of a lost Chi~d in a huge 
strange city, we can hardly understand •••22 
Paul includes himself along with his Galatian readers among 
those who once were "slaves to the elemental spirits of the uni­
verse,,,225 but since the victory of Christ over these Powers the 
224Andrews, Ope cit., p. 72. 
225Gal. 4:,. 
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Christian is made free from them, and Paul can write to the Roman 
Christians that "there is nothing in death or life, in the realm of 
spirits or superhuman powers, ••• that can separate us from the 
love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord.,t226 
Freedom as Fulfillment: "Freedom fo~' 
Paul's gospel was a gospel of freedom. But as Raymond 
Stamm points out, "the preaching of such a gospel runs the risk 
that men who are looking for an easy salvation may equate its free­
dom with irresponsibility and debase its liberty into license.,,221 
Paul's letters make it abundantly clear that just such a perverted 
interpretation of his doctrine of freedom was made. 
There were thus two fronts on which the battle for true 
freedom was fought by Paul. On the extreme right were the JUdai­
zers, who tried to impose the ritual demands of the Law upon Chris­
tian converts, believing that the only way to Christ was by way 
of Moses. Paul deals with them in Galatians and Philippians. On 
the other hand, at the extreme left, Paul's first letter to the 
Corinthians seems to indicate that in that church there was a group 
of "spiritualistic radicals,,228 who believed themselves so filled 
with the Christ-spirit that they knew no restraint, moral or 
226Rom • 8:38-39, New English Bible. 
221Raymond Stamm, "Introduotion and Exegesis of Galatians," 
Interpreter's Bible, X, 432. 
228AcCording to Wedell, loco cit., p. 208, J.H. Ropes 
originated this name for them. 
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otherwise. 
were half of 
the man 
Their slogan was, "We are free to do anything. n229 
Such misinterpretations were doubly dangerous in that they 
the truth. Paul's doctrine of freedom asserted that 
in Christ is truly liberated, completely free. But "free­
dom from" is only half of the truth; "freedom for" is the other 
half, without which the first half is invalid. This was Paul's 
great difference from the Greek idea of freedom. Bultmann points 
out this difference: 
The eschatology of Gnosticism is ••• transcended. 
It is not that the believer is given a new nature (phusis) 
or that his pre-existent nature is emancipated, or that 
his soul is assured of a journey to heaven. The new life 
in faith is not an assured posession or endowment, which 
could lead only to libertinism•••• Life in faith is not 
a posession at all. It cannot be exclusively interpreted 
in indicative terms; it needs an imperative to complete 
it. Our freedom does not excuse us from the demand under 230 
which we all stand as men, for it is freedom for obedience. 
This, of course, is precisely the point that Paul himself makes in 
the latter half of Romans six. 
To see only the negative side of Paul's doctrine of freedom, 
that of 'tfreedom from," is to miss his whole idea. By the very fact 
of being free from the enslaving Powers, man is also free for ser­
vice to God in the body of Christ, the Church, in the attitude of 
Christian love. Deliverance and fulfillment are "concurrent phases 
of Paul's religion," to use Cadbury's phrase. That is, "freedom 
forn is not a secondary or derived idea from "freedom from." He 
2291 Cor. 10123, New English Bible. 
230Bultmann, Kerygma and Myth, p. 21. 
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who is delivered from wrath, Sin, Law, Death, and the Cosmic Powers 
is at one and the same time delivered for loving service to God in 
the Church, and only those who possess the latter deliverance have 
the former. 
The two central Pauline ideas that prevent his radical doc­
trine of freedom from becoming irresponsible license are that of 
the Church as the body of Christ and the fact that love is an even 
higher principle than liberty. 
Individualism and the "Body" 
"The seeming extreme individualism of thi s doctrine [Chris­
1tian freedom] is corrected by the doctrine of the Body•••• ,,23
Thus does Dodd sum up Paul's argument on this point. Freedom, like 
every aspect of the Christian life, is for Paul a corporate matter, 
something that can be possessed only in the context of the Christian 
fellowship. Paul says, "He has delivered us from the dominion of 
darkness and transferred us to the kingdom of his beloved Son,,,2 32 
and this kingdom is also a Body. Robinson, who believes that rtthe 
Body" is the theology of Paul, is certainly true to Paul'S thought 
regarding freedom when he says: 
Solidarity is the divinely ordained structure in which 
personal life is to be lived. Man's freedom does not lie 
in the fact that he is not bound, nor his individuality in 
the fact that he is not social. Both derive from an uncon­
ditional and inalienable responsibility to God, which is 
not denied by the solidarities of the bodl and can, indeed, 
be discharged only in and through them. 2 33 
231Dodd, The Meaning of Paul for Today, p. 146. 
232Col. 1:13. 
233Robinson, op. ci t., p. 9. 
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Paul oould not conceive of a man being free if he stood 
alone, Invictus-like, attempting to be lord of his own life. Man 
is free only because Christ has delivered him, and this deliverance 
is to the fellowship of the Church. This must surely be one of the 
overtones of meaning to be found in the favorite Pauline phrase tlin 
Christ." Pauline tlmysticismtl connotes no cult of the solitary in­
dividual. "In passage after passage the phrase carries a corporate 
meaning. To be 'in Christ' signifies to be in the community of 
Christ, to be a member of the new people of God of which he is the 
234head ... Paul is thus able to grant the claim of the Corinthian 
radicals that they were indeed "free to do anything," but to deny 
their conclusions because of the fact that they are members of the 
redeemed community. The New English Bible, though not a literal 
translation of this passage, expresses the Pauline meaning: 
"We are free to do anything," you say. Yes, but is everything 
good for us? "We are free to do anything," but does everything 
help the building up of the community? Each of you must 
regard, not his own interests, but the other man's.235 
The corporate nature of freedom is also shown by Paul's 
contrast of slavery and sonship.2 36 The Christian posesses free­
dom as a son in a family posesses freedom, a freedom which is al­
ways aware of brothers and sisters and the will of the father. 
For Paul, then, Christian freedom is not that irresponsible freedom 
234A •M• Hunter, Introducing New Testament Theology (London: 
SCM Press, 1957), p. 96. 
2351 Cor. 10:23-24, New English Bible. 
236Rom. 8:15. 
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of a Thoreau drifting idly on Walden pond letting the rest of the 
world go by, not the freedom of the "beat" generation which shrugs 
its shoulders at the idea of social responsibility, not Plotinus' 
"flight of the alone to the Alone,'! not even that of the American 
"rugged individual." It is the freedom of a son in a family, the 
freedom of a participant in the Spirit-led community of faith. 
Bultmann's fine words about the faith of the Hellenistic Church, 
Paul's primary source of his freedom ideas, are worthy of quotation: 
This is a decisive question, the question of the Church 
concept. Does the salvation proclaimed by the Christian 
message mean only the salvation of the individual, the re­
lease of the individual soul from the contamination of sin 
and from suffering and death? Or does it mean salvation for 
the fellowship of God's people into which the individual is 
incorporated? The fact that the earliest Church in its 
mission simply took the latter for granted essentially diff­
erentiates it from the propaganda of other oriental religions 
of redemption; and, viewed historically, therein lies a basic 
reason for Christianity's triumph over them. In Christianity, 
the individual stands within the Congregation, and the indi­
vidual congregations are joined together into one Congregation-­
the Church. Nor is the primary motive of this joining together 
the practical need of organization. Rather, churchly organ­
ization arose primarily out of the consciousness that the total 
Church exists before local churches do. An indication of this 
is the terminology: "ecclesia" denotes at first not the 
individual church at all, but the "people of God," the fellow­
ship of the chosen at the end of the days.237 
In the background of Paul's idea of freedom there always 
lies this concept of the Body. 
Love over Liberty 
"Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty.,,2 38 
237Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, I, 93. 
238II Cor. 3:17. 
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This is axiomatic for Paul. But equally true to his thinking is 
the fact that "Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is love," 
for love is the first fruit of the Spirit. 239 That this is no 
arbitrary connection of verses from two different letters of 
Paul's is evident from his own exhortation, "For you were called 
to freedom, brethren; only do not use your freedom as an oppor­
tunity [~' "supply base'~ for the flesh, but through love 
be servants of one another.,,24-0 Where Christian freedom is, there 
is also Christian love, on guard against the degeneration of free­
dom to license or anarchy. 
The sum of Paul's advice is that freedom must always 
be limited by love for the brethren. It does not mean 
emancipation from all restraints but liberation from the 
bondage of legalism in order that love may find the best 
way to serve. 24-1 
This "limitation" of freedom is not an external limitation 
imposed upon the believer from without, which would be a new law 
and a new bondage, but an internal willingness to joyfully surrender 
one's "rights" for the sake of the beloved brother. It is with this 
in mind that Bultmann is able to say that IIthis basic freedom may 
at any moment take on the form of renunciation--seemingly a renun­
ciation of freedom itself, but in reality it is an exercise of that 
24-2 
very freedom.'1 
239Gal. 5:22. 
24-°Gal • 5:13. 
241C•T• Craig, "Introduction and Exegesis of I 
Interpreter's Bible, X, 11. 
242Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, I, 
Corinthians," 
342. 
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I 
Paul is himself an ideal example of what he preaches. He 
has a perfect right to receive money from the churches to which he 
ministers, but in the freedom of Christian love he renounces this 
right in order that he might give his opponents less ground for 
criticism. 243 He has a perfect right to eat whatever kind of meat 
he desires, and it is precisely because he realizes himself to be 
free that he can say, "If food is a oause of my brother's falling, 
will never eat meat •••••,244 Paul fought viciously against 
the idea that circumcision or any other legal requirement was nec­
essary to be a Christian, yet is reported in Acts to have circum­
cised Timothy "because of the Jews that were in those places.,,245 
In principle, Paul was dedicated only to the "Jerusalem above," 
which was free from any legal ceremonial requirements,246 but it 
was in loving compliance with the earthly Jerusalem's ritual that 
he was mobbed, arrested, imprisoned, and finally executed. The 
irony of Paul's end is that he who was most free from the temple's 
requirements freely complied with them for the sake of the good 
will of his less-free Jerusalem church brethren, and a misunder­
standing of this renunciation cost him imprisonment and death. 247 
So Paul sealed with his death the message of his life, as his 
Master had done before him. 
2431 Cor. 9:1-23. 
2441 Cor. 8:13. 
245Acts 16:3. 
246Gal. 4:26. 
247Acts 21:17-36. 
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CONCLUSION 
This study was not begun with any point to prove or any 
problem to solve, and thus does not arrive at any proper conclusion. 
In the course of preparing this thesis, however, there are certain 
points that have impressed themselves upon my mind. These are 
listed below not as items which are demonstrated by this thesis, 
but as more-or-less tentative conclusions which I have come to 
hold in the course of writing it. 
(1) Paul is not to be seen as a logical, scholastic thinker 
with a systematic theoloB7, but primarily as a man of faith. His 
writings are from "faith to faith," and are held together into a 
unity not by logical consistency but by his overarching faith in 
Chris t. 
(2) There is no one word which adequately sets forth Paul's 
theology. But if a list of Pauline key words is made, "freedom" is 
properly included as representing one of the central ideas of Paul. 
(3) The present experience of the believer is at least as 
important in Paul's thought as either eschatology or atonement. 
(4) The "theological" language of Paul is largely metaphor­
ical, and was readily understood by PaUl'S first readers. 
(5) Paul owed much to both his Greek and his Hebrew back­
grounds. It is difficult to say which is the most important 
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influence upon his theology, though my general impression is that 
scholars are more inclined to attach importance to the Hebrew 
background of Paul than formerly. The great differences between 
the Greek idea of freedom and that of Paul would indicate that on 
this point at least he was not greatly influenced by Greek thought. 
(6) Paul is not to be seen as an innovator, but as the 
man called upon to clarify and defend a gospel already preached 
by the Hellenistic Church before he was converted. 
(7) There are real differences between Paul and Jesus, 
but these are more in the realm of manner of expression than in 
basic theological content. 
(8) Paul does not coin any theological terms to express 
his freedom-doctrine, nor modify the meaning of existing words 
so as to use them in a technical sense. His freedom-terminology 
uses words in their ordinary meaning. 
(9) The epistle to the Romans is the starting point for 
a theological approach to Paul. 
(10) Although leading the battle for Christian freedom 
from the Law, Paul never really resolved the question of the meaning 
of the Old Testament for the Church. 
(11) The category of "Cosmic Powers" in the background of 
Paul's thought is worthy of more study. Questions not discussed in 
this thesis have been raised in my mind, such as "How does Paul 
reconcile the sovereignty of Jahweh with the role supposedly played 
by the Cosmic Powers in controlling the destiny of the world?" 
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I conclude this study aware that I have hardly begun it. 
Several relevant themes have not even been touched upon, such as 
the background of the freedom-idea in the Hebrew Old Testament and 
the Septuagint, and the influence of Paul's doctrine of freedom on 
the later writers of the New Testament. I have found that no one 
aspect of Paul's thought may be studied in isolation from the whole: 
"freedom from Death," for example, requires a grasp of Paul's escha­
tology, which in turn requires an understanding of first-century 
apocalyptio in general. One can only nibble away at the mountain 
of Biblioal knowledge, aware that no one person can assimilate and 
digest it all, and hoping that onels samplings at least increase 
onels oapacity a little while giving a general idea of the lay of 
the land. 
I have attempted to make this study such a sampling. 
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APPENDIX 
THE PROBLEM OF TRANSLATING RO~UlliS 8:2 
Romans 8:2 is a key verse for any consideration of Paul's 
doctrine of freedom. It is a compact, pregnant verse, which even 
in Greek is ambiguous as to its precise meaning, though its general 
meaning is quite clear. 
The difficult verse to be studied says: ,,~ y;;.p v;y.~ TOU 
/ ..... .....)-- - ') ~ ~ / .. ,.....)1T~Up*-TOS T"') S ~"") S ,,, XpCVTt;J -krr0 \) 3 1 0 l.pWUV (f£ P(JfO 
- / - C / , _ &'l / 
TOU yor0\) T 4 S s#.r"prl;'S tGz(,( "TOU C'/dV;TllIl." The latter part of the 
verse has caused no difficulty to translators. The meaning of the 
verse is, that whatever is signified by the words preceding 
;AfcJ9tfwvtV has set you free from the law of sin and death., 
But what do these ten words signify? What is it that this verse 
declares has set the believer free from the law of sin and death? 
That is the problem to be studied in this appendix. 
There is the problem of the meaning of the words involved. 
I ~ ..... )The words ~'IAJ'7:S ' and ~ have more than one meaning, 
and their meaning in this context alters the meaning of the entire 
verse. There is also the problem of the grammatical relations of 
the words. The key question is, does ~ go wi th 7TVfv~oCTQ to r S. 
, ­
make "spirit of life," or does it go with lev X~(<[To/ to make 
) -)_.­
"life in Chris til? Does trY ¥\2'vrvJ ..1.~'iQ I,) stand in relation to 
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~ or to ~At{)g?iANV""tCl ? If the former, the meaning is "life 
in Christ Jesus;" if the latter, the meaning is "freed you in 
Christ Jesus." Thus, though the ten words in the phrase we are 
stUdying are common words occurring dozens of times in the New 
Testament, this phrase can be translated to mean a number of 
different things. 
Let us first note the possible meanings of the words in­
volved. Arndt and Gingrich give five meanings for ~:248 
(a) any~, (b) a rule governing one's actions; principle, 
(emphasis mine), (c) the Jewish Law, the Torah, (d) the Jewish 
Scriptures as a whole, and (e) Christianity as a "new law" as in 
Gal. 6:2. C.H. Dodd says that in this verse (Rom. 8:2) "law is 
not used in any strict sense of a code, but in the sense of 
principle.,, 249 Nygren agrees, saying, "Here law confronts law. 
But law is here given a meaning which is out of the ordinary. The 
thought is not about a law of the same sort as that from which we 
are set free, but law ••• in the sense of a new order.,,250 Dodd 
and Nygren choose the meaning "b" above, and I think they are cor­
/
rect, for ~ here surely does not refer to a law in the sense 
of regulations, a list of rules, but the principle of the Spirit. 
Two meanings are given for the word ~ .251 In Romans 
8:2, this word could mean either "life" in the common sense of 
248Arndt and Gingrich, Ope cit., pp. 544-545. 
249C.H. Dodd, The Epistle of Paul to the Romans, p. 135. 
250Nygren, Ope cit., p. 311. 
251Arndt and Gingrich, Ope cit., pp. 340-341. 
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everyday life, sometimes spoken of in the New Testament as the 
believer's "walk," or it could refer to the supernatural quality 
of the life of the believer, "eternal life," "Life" with a capital 
"L." In Romans 8:2, then, the phrase-ro() 7TV.E~.cTOS T~S ;W;r {V 
X'p,rr,? ).I~V"o~ could mean either "the Life-Spirit ••• " or 
" ••• life (everyday life) 'in' Christ Jesus," depending upon 
,/ 
• - >- ­
whether ~w~S is taken to go wi th 7fV€y.M04 TO~ or Ell W('f!!J .L)'f"OU • 
~ 
Even the little preposition ~ is ambiguous in this passage. 
252Dana and Mantey give two basic usages: "in" with the locative 
case and "by means of" with the instrumental case. Since both 
cases have the same form, it is difficult to determine here whether 
, .... 
by the phrase €" 'x'P en-loU Paul intends his usual meaning, "in 
Christ,'! in the sense of "in communion with Christ," or "by means 
of Christ." 
The grammatical relations of the words are also difficult 
to determine in this verse. A.T. Robertson says: 
Sometimes it is quite important for doctrinal reasons to 
be careful to note whether the adjunct is attributive or 
predicate. [He cites Romans 8: 3 as an example:] ••• The 
same ambiguity arises in v. 2•••• Here it is reasonably 253 
clear that ;'\1 )(~ tOW is predicate with ~bwg.!pwll""'V •
. ) 
But A.M. Hunter bases his translation on a different under­
standing of the grammatical relations by saying: r1Put commas after 
Spirit and Jesus, and this difficult verse becomes clearer. Paul 
252H•E • Dana and J.R. Mantey, A Manual Grammar of the Greek 
New Testament (New York: Macmillan, 1927), p. 105. 
253A•T• Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in 
the Light of Historical Research (NashVille: Broadman, 1923), p. 784. 
tlLf­
means: 'The principle of the Spirit--i.e. of the life in Christ 
Jesus--has set me free • ,,,254 There are no grammatical 
rules which may be mechanically applied to this verse to exegete 
its true meaning. One must first attempt to determine Paul's 
meaning from an understanding of his theology as a whole, and 
interpret this verse accordingly. 
There are in general two ways to translate Romans 8:2. 
The first way, followed by the King James Version, the American 
Standard Version, and the Revised Standard Version, is to translate 
word-for-word from the Greek, which translates the ambiguity of 
the Greek into English. The other approach is to make some choice 
among the various meanings of the words and their possible grammat­
ical relations, based upon one's understanding of Paul as a whole, 
and to give the verse this interpretation in the English transla­
tion. Both approaches are illustrated in the following selections. 
Translations which Preserve the Ambiguity of the Greek255 
King James Version (1611) -- For the law of the Spirit of life 
in Christ Jesus hath made me free from the law of sin and death. 
American Standard Version (1901) -- For the law of the Spirit of 
life in Christ Jesus made me free from the law of sin and of death. 
Revised Standard Version (1946) -- For the law of the Spirit of 
life in Christ Jesus has set me free from the law of sin and death. 
Karl Barth (from English translation of his Romerbrief t 1933) -­
For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus made thee free 
from the law of sin and of death. 
255For the sake of brevity, these translations are neither 
footnoted nor listed in the Bibliography. If from other than a 
well-known translation of the whole New Testament, relevant infor­
mation is given in the text. 
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Translations which Attempt an Interpretation 
Goodspeed (1923) -- For the life-giving law of the Spirit through 
Christ Jesus has freed you from the Law of sin and death. 
Moffatt (1922) -- The law of the Spirit brings the life which is 
in Christ Jesus, and that law has set me free from the law of sin 
and death. 
Verkuyl: Berkeley Version (1945) -- For the life-giving principles 
of the Spirit have freed you in Christ Jesus from the control of 
the principles of sin and death. 
The Amplified New Testament (1958) -- For the law of the Spirit of 
,( 'the law of our new being) has 
of death. 
Alexander Campbell (1826) -- For the law of the Spirit of Life by 
Christ Jesus has set you free from the law of sin and death. 
C.H. Dodd (from his commentary on Romans. 1932) -- The law of the 
Spirit brings the life which is in Christ Jesus, and that law has 
set me free from the law of sin and death. 
New English Bible (1961) -- Because in Christ Jesus the life-giving 
law of the Spirit has set you free from the law of sin and death. 
Weymouth, (1902) -- For the Spirit's law--life in Christ Jesus-­
has set me free from the law of sin and death. 
Phillips (1958) -- For the new spiritual principle of life "i~' 
Christ Jesus lifts me out of the old vicious circle of sin and 
death. 
A.M. Hunter (from his commentary on Romans. 1955) -- The principle 
of the Spirit--i.e., the life in Christ Jesus--has set me free 
from the law of sin and death. 
Conclusion 
The English translation which best expresses the Pauline 
thought of Romans 8:2 seems to me to be: "The Spirit's principle-­
life in union with Christ JesUS--has freed me from the Law of sin 
/
and death." In this translation, ~ in the first part of the 
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verse has the meaning "principle,t1 in the sense of "theory," and 
in the latter part of the verse the capitalization indicates the 
Torah, the legal requirement of the Old Testament. The phrase 
.....(y \IP(~ is taken in the usual Pauline sense of "in union 
with Christ." The word 4+ is taken to mean daily life 
rather than Eternal Life. 
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